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I

Abstract

While there is much researchinto the languageand communicative skills of children
focussed
is
impairments,
language
this
much of
with autism and children with specific
debate
to
the
Furthermore,
there
the
as
much
remains
verbal modality.
primarily on
in
impairment,
language
and
appropriate sub-classificationof children with specific
disorder'
descriptions
'semantic-pragmatic
or
particular whether clinical
such as
&pragmaticlanguageimpairment' should be seenas separatefrom or subsumedby the
concept of autism. In attempting to describe the various viewpoints using primarily
investigating
in
differences
verbal communication and the pragmatic use of
research
language,this review then attempts to highlight the potential of non-verbal expression,

discussions.
in
light
in
helping
these
the
to
on
and particular
use of gesture,
shed
Directionsfor futureresearcharealsodiscussed

Keywords: Specificlanguageimpairment,autisn-4autistic spectrumdisorders,semantic
pragmaticdisorder, communication,nonverbal,gesture,assessment.

Abbreviations: SLI: SpecificLanguageImpairment;ASD: Autistic SpectrumDisorders;

SPD:SemanticPragmaticDisorder.
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Introduction
An understandingof child development,and developmentacross the life span appears
in
human
into
fundamental
insight
the
essential providing us with a
complexities of
behaviour and relationships. From an early age we use communication,however basic
in
be,
an attempt to get our most fundamental needs met (Vygotsky, 1978).
it may
Through the developmentof language,this communicationbecomesmore sophisticated
and remainsa major tool in satisfyingour needsand desires. As a result, the acquisition
of appropriate language and communication skills may be seen as a particularly
important factor in determiningthe courseof our development.

Due to the immensecomplexitiesand interpersonaldifferencesinvolved, the concept of

4normal'languagedevelopmentis a difficult one to describe. This is particularly
evident when taking into account children with physical or mental impairmentsor any
other significant factor that may affect the course of generaldevelopment. However, in
Iý

British culture it is generallyacceptedthat by the time children attend school (at
approximately5 years old) they will have 'mastered the basic grammar and
pronunciation of their native tongue' (Bee, 1995). Indeed, they are Hkelyto be able to

produce complex sentencesand understandmany thousandsof words. Yet verbal
communication is not the only form of languagethat develops from early childhood.
Increasingly,the importanceof a rich non-verbal language,including the
use of gesture,
is becoming more recognised
as a tool that can enable people to reach their
communicativepotential.

-3-

A Focus on Verbal Communication
3.1 Specific Language Impairment and Verbal Communication
For many children the processof languagedevelopmentproceedswithout difficulty and
in
long
into
for
However,
minority,
who
appear all
adulthood.
unabated
a significant
language
development
developing
be
in
to
the
the
expectedway,
processof
other areas
is impaired. These children with 'specific language impairment' (SLI) are likely to
display significant difficulties with language in the absence of neurological damage,
hearing impairment, mental or physical handicap, or emotional difficulties (Leonard,
1998; Friel-Patti, 1999; Hill, 2001). In addition, nonverbal intelligence scores within
the 'nomml' range are suggestedas necessaryfor a diagnosis of SLI (MiUer, Kail,
Leonard & Tomblin, 2001). Despite thesedefining characteristics,there seemsto be no
universally accepted process for the diagnosis of 'specific language impairment'

(Ahmed,Lombardino& Leonard,2001).

.1.

To highlight the extent of specific language difficulties encounteredwithin the
population, a study by Tomblin, Records, Buckwalter, Zhang, Smith and O'Brien
(1997) investigated the presence of specific language impairment in over 2,000

kindergartenchildren. They identifiedan overallprevalencerate of 7.4%,althoughthis
figure was estfirmtedto be slightly higher in boys than in girls.

Much of the literature suggeststhat the difficulties experiencedby children with SLI are
not specific to languageper se, with deficits being highlighted in areassuch as speedof
processing(Miller et al., 2001), processingcapacity (Leonard, 1998), attention (Tallal,
Dukette & Curtiss, 1989), memory (Gathercole & Baddeley, 1990,1993), and motor
functioning (Hill, 2001). In addition, the effects of SLI on people's lives are known to
-4-

be long lasting (Friel-Patti, 1999). As well as having a detrimental effect on a child's
academic achievement, SLI's have been shown to result in difficulties in social
interactionswith peers, family and other significant adults (Goldman, 1987; Hadley &
Rice, 1991;Gernter,Rice & Hadley, 1994).

Despite the defining characteristics identified earlier, children with SLI are a
heterogeneous
To
1999).
(Bishop,
1998;
Friel-PattL
try to reduce
considerably
group
this heterogeneity, researchershave attempted to classify children with SLI more
into
sub-groups, according to their particular range of difficulties (Rapin &
precisely
Allen, 1983, Bishop & Rosenbloorn,1987, Rapin & Allen, 1987). While the benefitsof
such an approach have been highlighted (Friel-Patti, 1999), this classificationprocess
has proved a difficult task (Bishop, 1998). Indeed, despite the move towards subgrouping children with language difficulties, recent proposals suggest the notion of
overlappingrather than distinct disorders(Bishop 2000; HUI, 2001).

3.2 Semantic hrarmatic Disorder and Verbal Communication
One such sub-groupthat has attractedsomedebatehas beentermed'semanticdisorder'(SPD:
pragmaticsyndrome'(Rapin& Men, 1983),'seniantic-pragmatic
Bishop& Rosenbloom,1987)or 'pragmatic-language
impairment'(PLI: Bishop,1998).
Thesetermsappearto describechildrenthat havefew difficultieswith the complexities
of languageform (phonologyandgrammar),but haveparticularproblemsin their useof
languagein conversation(the pragmaticsof language). Recognisingthat debate
a
continuesas to the validity of and appropriatediagnosticlabel for this sub-group,to
avoid confusionthis paper will use the seeminglymore clinically recognisedterm
4semantic-pragmatic
disorder'(SPD)throughout.

-5-

Commonfeaturesof SPD, highlighted by Rapin (1987) and again by Adams and Bishop
(1989), have beenshown to include: seeminglyfluent speechwith adequatearticulation;
interpret
literaRy;
tendency
to
a
verbosity;
messages
a tendency to respond to one or
two words in a sentence rather than to the entire message; incessant chatter;
difficulties
in turn-taking.
and
perseveration

In addition, characteristics such as

behaviours
identified
been
have
lack
stereotyped
repetitive,
also
and a
of creativity
(Baron-Cohen, 1989; Bishop, 1989; Lister-Brook & Bowler, 1992; Boucher, 1998).
Consequently, there has been much debate surrounding the clinical validity of
'semantic-pragmaticdisorder' as a distinct disorder (Lister-Brook and Bowler, 1992;
Bishop, 1998; Bishop, 2000; Boucher 1998). In particular, there has been some

discussionsurroundingthe shnilaritiesbetween children with SLI, children with
pragmaticlanguagedifficulties and those diagnosedwith autismor autistic spectrum
disorders(Gagnon,Mottron & Joanette,1997;Boucher, 1998; Bishop, 2000).

It appearsfrom the literaturethat three main views predominatewhen characterising
childrenwith such difficulties. The first, highlightedby Bishop (1989,1998,2000)
appearsto suggestthe notion of overlappingdisorders,basedon the child's language
structure,socialuseof languageandinterests.Dependingon the natureandseverityof
the difficultiesobservedin thesethreedomains,Bishoparguesthat the linesareblurred
betweenthe diagnosticconceptsof autism,Asperger's
syndrome,specificlanguage
impairmentor pragmaticlanguageimpairment(semantic-pragmatic
disorder).

At this Point- it is recognised that the term 'autism'
be
can
misleading, as it is not

in the Diagnosticand StatisticalManualof
recognisedby the diagnosticclassifications

-6-

1994),
Association,
Psychiatric
American
(DSM-IV,
Mental Disorders-Fourth Edition
descriptions
disorders:
Behavioural
Mental
Classification
ICD-10
clinical
and
of
or the
However,
1992,1993).
World
Health
Guidelines
(ICD10,
Diagnostic
organisation,
and
Autistic
incorporate
be
is
to
for the purpose of this review the term 'autism' to
used
in
DSM-IV
defmed
Aspcrger's
Disorder,
Disorder and
sub-types
which are clearly
heading
Disorders.
broader
Developmental
Pervasive
a
of
under

In contrast to Bishop (1998,2000), Botting (1998) highlights a slightly different option:
In recognisingthat there are sinfiMties in the symptornatologyof chfldren with SPD,
be
SPD
Botting
SLI,
that
those
an entirely separate
may
with
proposes
autism and
its
in
difficulties
terms
the
the
and aetiology.
of
clinical group
mechanismof

The third position,held by Boucher(1998a)predictsthat SPD is a 'valid sub-typeof
(1997),
is
Joanette
This
by
Gagnon,
Mottron
who
autism'.
also a view supported
and
'question the validity of semantic-pragmaticdisorder as a diagnostic concept distinct
from high-funclioning autism'.

With these ideasin mind, Figures 1-1,1-2 and 1-3 are a simplified diagrammaticattempt

to highlight some of the apparentdifferencesin opinion in this area and clearly
demonstrate the difficulty that clinicians face in trying to incorporate the research

literatureinto effective,evidence-based
diagrams
These
clinicalpractice.
arenot meant
to be explanatoryin ternis of the symptomatologyassociatedwith each group, nor are
representativeof the morbidity of eachgroup. They are also not designedto incorporate
aUthe detail of the argumentsproposedby Bishop, (1989,1998,2000), Botting, (1998)

or Boucher,(1998a,1998b). Rather,they are simplediagrammaticrepresentations
of
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how SPD may be viewed in relation to SLI and autism, in tenus of its actiology and
classification.
Figure 1-1: A diagrammatic representation of 'intermediate' nature of SPD in comparison with SLI
and Autistic disorder, in terms of unclear diagnostic boundaries between the groups.
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Figure 1-2: A diagrammatic representation of SPD as a distinct disorder in comparison
with SLI
and Autistic disorder, although sharing some common symptomatology.
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Figure 1-3: A diagrammatic representation of SPD as a sub-type of autism.
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In an earlystudythat triesto addressthis classificationissue,AdamsandBishop(1989)
in
investigatedthe conversational
SPD
14
comparison
childrenwith
of
characteristics
Language
impairments
43
language
67
childrenwith other
with
and control children.
impairedchildren were aged between8 and 12 years,with the control group aged
between4 and 12 years. Audiotapesof the childrenin a 5-10 minuteconversationwith
found
Children
SPD
to produce
an adult were transcritbed
and analysed.
were
with
more initiationsthan their comparisongroupsand manyshowedan increasedtendency
to interrupt their conversationalpartner. Adult interrupts and requestsfor clarifications
were greater with the SPD group, possibly reflecting the difficulties in conversing and

understanding
suchchildren. Despitethesefindings,AdamandBishopdid not feelthat
this study 'capture[d]the essence
of whatwasabnormalaboutthe languageof children
with semantic-pragmaticdisorder'. This appearsto reflect how dMicult it is to
let aloneuse SPD as a valid clinical diagnostic
accuratelydefinesucha phenomenon,
category.
-9-

In trying to address this issue by investigating qualitative aspects of children's
Children's
Communication
impairment,
(1998)
developed
Bishop
the
communicative
Checklist. This is a questionnairecomprising 70 items, which is broken down into 9
language
incorporates
language
skills and
sub-scalesand
aspectsof
structure, pragmatic
behavioural factors associatedwith autism (social relationshipsand interests). Results
from the development of this questionnairehave been used to help identify children
1989;
broadlý
disorders
(Bishop,
SPD
the
and
with
supports
notion of overlapping
1998)

A ftirther studyby Botting andConti-Ramsden
(1999)compared10 childrenthoughtto
haveSPDwith eachotheranda comparisongroup of childrenwith a moretypicalSLI.
Children with SPD were found to have developedfirst words earlier than the
comparison group but showed impairments in stereotyped language, rapport and

context. Social communicationskills, as measuredby the Children'sComrpýýnication
Checklist(Bishop,1998)wereshnilaracrossthe two groups,but peerinteractionswere
shownto be poorer for childrenwith SPD. Interestingly,althoughstrict criteriawere
used to selectthe SPD group, on preliminary comparisonwith autistic symptornatology,
four of the 10 were thought best to be describedas having an autistic spectrumdisorder.
Despite this, Botting and Conti-Ramsden (1999) conclude that pragmatic language
difficulties can exist for some children without meeting criteria for autistic disorder,
suggestingthe notion of a separateclassificationfor thesechildren.

To complicatemattersffirther, manyof the studiesdescribedinvolve childrenacross
a
wide rangeof ages,both within eachstudyandwhencomparingacrossstudies.
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3.3 Autism and Verbal Communication
Autistic disorder is a pervasivedevelopmentaldisorder that is characterisedby a triad of
impairments in social communication, social relationships and imagination (Wing and
Gould, 1979). Since Kanner's (1943) and Asperger's (1944) seminal descriptions,it
has long been acknowledgedthat such children display varying degreesof speechand

languagedifficulty. However,ratherthan being seenas at the core of autism,speech
deficit
broader
of
and languagedifficulties tend to be viewed as consequences
of a
conununication (Frith, 1989).

Frith (1989) in a broad review of language and

conununication impairments of children with autism highlights the fact that all of the
specific language problems associatedwith autism appear to relate to language use
rather than problemsof phonology (speechsounds)or grammar.

Foster-Cohen(1999) supportsthis view and highlightsthat manychildrenwith autism
(particularlythose deemedto be 'high-fimctioning')appearto progressthrough the
normal stagesof grammaticaldevelopment(Tager-Flusberg,1994), and that such a
process seemsto be unconnectedto cognitive and pragmatic skiUs...which are
typically poor in autistic children'. In a similar vein, Tager-Flusberg(1999) states: 'By

middle childhood, as in normally developingchildren, children with autism who
develop somefunctional language generally have mature phonological
systems...it is
not surprising that researchershave identified pragmatics as the aspect of language
that is mostseriously impaired in autism'.

With such a propensityfor similaritiesin the language
of children with autism and
childrenwith SPD, it is no wonderthat attemptsto classifythem into distinct clinical

-11-

been
have
language
difficulties
have
difficult.
However,
with
pragmatic
groups
proved
linked to problems in the acquisition of joint-attention skills and ultimately difficulties
with the development of a theory of mind in children with autism (Loveland and
Landry, 1986; Baron-Cohen, 1993), and may possibly be an area that is fruitful in
determininga child with autism from a child with SPD.

To add to the confusion, while it is likely that children with SLI, by definition, rarely
by
full
diagnostic
be
for
the
the
the
complicated
criteria
meet
autism,
picture may
it
language
disorder.
For
the
consequences
secondary
example, seems
of
primary
plausible to assumethat a difficulty in language ability is likely to affect a person's

ability to communicatesociallyandform socialrelationships,core factorsin the triad of
impairmentscharacterisingautism. Similarly, in particular relation to the comparison

betweenSPD and autism, Bishop (1989) states 'the child with the triad of social
impairment will, by definition, be defectivein thepragmatic aspectsof language'. Such
assumptions,. accepted, may lend support to the notion of overlapping disorders as
Iý

suggestedby Bishop(2000). However,with suchcomplexambiguities,the difficulties
in identiPjing valid sub-groupswith a view to providing appropriatelytargeted
interventionsareclearlyevident.

4 Non-verbal Communication
With this researchand theoreticalbackground,often focusing on the use of verbal
languageand conununicationand behaviour,a Rirther questionthat
is
whether
arises
Q
non-verbal aspectsof language,and in particular gesture, could be helpful in clarifying
the boundariesof autisn-4SPD and SLI?
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4.1 Non-verbal Aspects of Communication in Children- The Use of
Gesture
The use of gesturein communicatingand particularly as an accompanimentto speechis
be
fundamental
human
the
of
observedthroughout all cultures
can
a
part
condition and
(Feyereisen.& deLannoy, 1991). While previously being seenas largely independentto
it
is
that
(1992),
Mowing
by
(1972)
McNeiU
thought
Kendon
now
work
speech,
and
linked
inextricably
it
is
is
integral
but
language,
that
not only gesture an
componentof
and integrated with the production of speech. If this is the case, the study of gesture
important
disorders
in
of speechand
us
of
may provide
with
clues our understanding
language.

Methods of non-verbal communicationare present within the first year of life and can
be describedby actions such as eye gaze, facial expressionand pre-linguistic gestures.

Reachingandpointingare amongthe first gesturesto be usedaround6 to 9 monthsand
precedeverbal language(Foster-Cohen,1999). Early in development,speechand
from eachother (Goldin-Meadow,1998).
gesturearethoughtto be largelyindependent
However, in normally developingchildren as speechdevelopmentgatherspace,the
ability to use gesturescoordinatedwith meaningfulwords becomesmore complexand
frequent (Wetherby, Cain, Yonclas & Walker, 1988). For children who have atypical
developmentpatternshowever, the picture can be somewhatdifferent.

4.2 Non-verbal Communication in Children with Autism
Difficulties in the understandingand use of non-verbal means of communication are

widely observedin children with autism (American PsychiatricAssociation,1994;

Bartak, Rutter & Cox, 1975; Ricks & Wing, 1976; Rutter, 1983). In particular, children
facial
frequent
less
been
display
have
to
use of eye contact,
shown
with autism
1988;
&
Hermelin,
Frith
(Attwood,
expressions, pointing and expressive gestures
Landry & Loveland, 1988; Langdell, 1981; Sigman,Mundy, Sherman& Ungerer, 1986;
Stone, Ousley, Yoder, Hogan & Hepburn, 1997).

One such study by Mundy, Sigman,Ungerer and Sherman(1986) compared18 children
'mental
between
18
34
75
retardation'
with
children
months, with
with autism aged
and
.
and a control group of 18 children. All groups were matched on mental age and

level
of education. The childrenwere comparedon measuresof non-verbal
mother's
I

communicationskiUs and object play skills in both structured and non-structured
settings. Non-verbal communicationskills were grouped into three categoriesof
behaviours:socialinteraction,indicatingandrequesting.Althoughchildrenwith autism
displayeddeficits in object play skills, deficits in non-verbal indicating behaviourssuch
as pointing at an object to 'show it' to another person (protodeclarative pointing),

to be the mostsignificantdiscriniinatingcharacteristic.
appeared

Some of the deficits in non-verbalcommunicativeskills observedin childrenwith
autism have been explainedin terms of difficulties in establishingand maintaining
shared-attentionand in the development of a theory of mind (Baron-Cohen, 1993;
Loveland and Landry, 1986; Mundy, Sigman, Ungerer & Sherman, 1986; Sigman,
Mundy, Sherman& Ungerer, 1986).

In contrast to this general view, a more recent study by Capps, Kehres and Sigman

(1998) comparedconversationalabilities of 15 children with autism and 15 children
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language
developmental
delays.
to
The
age
two groups were matchedwith regard
with
informal,
in
semi-structured
an
and each child was video recorded while engaged
blind
6
Two
'coders',
to group status,
one
conversation over a period of minutes.
'gestures'
'smiles',
three
the
categories of
recorded non-verbal communication using
head
in
differ
did
found
'head
It
their
the
that
use of
not
and
nods/shakes'. was
groups
likely
'minimal
less
however
to
use
nods and shakes,
children with autism were
is
head
(nodding
nods
encourager'
while conversationalpartner talking) than controls.
More interestingly it was found that children with autism were as likely as comparison
'tended
is
Of
to
to enactan
the
that
smfle
and
use gestures.
chfldren
note
gesturesused
being
described'.
With this in mind, Cappset aL (1998) concludedthat the use
activity
further
form
'warrants
by
this
of
of expressive/iconicgesture
children with autism

if
designed
for
be
fruitful
'may
interventions
to
and
study'
provedsignificant
avenue
a
develop communicationskills'.

This study may be looselycriticisedin its overly generalised
use of the term 'gesture'.
Iý
While it did seemto use coding criteria aligned with the notion of gestureas a
communicativeact commensuratewith speech,rather than the concept of gesture
measuredsimplyas 'mime', more strict criteria in the analysisof the differentlevelsof
gestureusedmay provide more insight into the ph6omem reportedhere. A further
language-matched
criticism of this study could be the omissionof an age-matched
or
delayor disorder.
controlgroup,consistingof childrenwithout developmental

In support of these findings however, other studies,
particularly those with an older age
group have shown that children with autism do have the propensity to recogniseand use

somegesture. For example,Attwood, Frith andHermelin(1988)investigatedthe useof
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1.interpersonal'

gesturesin 22 adolescents(aged 10-19) with autism comparedto a group

forty-seven
A
Down's
control group of
syndrome.
of similar age adolescentswith
first
In
in
included
the
3
between
6
the
comparison.
and years were also
children aged
1979)
(Barten,
'instrumental'
8
or
the
study an experimenterenacted simple
part of
'emblematic' gestures (Eckman & Friesen, 1969,1972). These are gesturesthat are
designedto influencethe immediatebehaviour of another person and often have a direct
indicate
Ups
For
finger
the command
A
the
translation.
can
example:
verbal
placed on
'be quiet'. The participants were expected to respond to the gesturesappropriately.
There was no significant difference in terms of responseto or understandingof the

for.
between
IQ
the
three
gestures
groups,evenwhen wasaccounted

The secondpart of the studyaskedthe participantsto initiatevariousgestureson verbal
request. Although the autistic adolescentswith an IQ below 52 were significantlY
poorer on this task than their comparisongroups, those children with an averageor near

averageIQ (in the range60-94)wereshownto be competentin their useof the gestures.
This led Attwood et al. (1988)to concludethat 'comprehension
of simpleinstrumental
gestures is not specifically impaired in autistic children'.

Furthermore,whilst

acknowledgingthe difficulties shown by children with autism in recognisingothers'
mentalstates(c.f. theory of mind tasks),Attwood et aL (1988) were clear that these
results support the notion that 'we should not expectautistic children to be impaired as
regards gesturesthat do notpresupposea concept of mental states.

Nevertheless,
this studycan be criticisedin that the contextin which the childrenwere
expectedto produce or recognisegestures-appearedsomewhatunnatural. To generalise

theseresultsto a child's the naturalday-to-dayconnnunicativeenviromnentwould be
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(1988)
Attwood
In
this,
to
carried out a
trying
aL
et
address
somewhatquestionable.
further study in which similar groups of children were observed in more naturalistic
interactions,
The
in
free-play
dinner
table.
the
numberof peer
or at
surroundings,either
gestures, facial glances and speechacts were recorded over a short time period, and
interacted
fewer
than their comparison groups.
adolescentswith autism
significantly,
Shnilarly, fewer producedgestures,facial glancesor speech.

However, for those that did interact, the mean number of gesturesper interaction was
but
different
the type of gesture used was
the
three
across
groups,
not significantly
different.

While producing similar numbers of pointing and instrumental gestures,

adolescents with autism used significantly less 'expressive' gestures than the

did
In
not use gestures
groups.
autism
comparison
other words, adolescentswith
deliberatelyexpressinginner feeling statesor as responsesto feeling statesin others.

Therefore,it may be suggestedthat the evidenceis fairly persuasive
that cNqren with
autism have difficulties in their use of non-verbalcommunication,including gesture.
However,thereis evidenceto suggestthat childrenwith autismdo possess
the abilityto
use and understandsomeforms of non-verbalmeansof communication.In particular,
for the personwith autism,their frequencyanduseof gestureappearsto be temperedby
the age and intellectual level of the person, along with their languageability. This is in
addition to their difficulties being limited to only certain areas of communication,
generally those that presume a concept of mental state. What appears significant
therefore is. that in generalmany children with autism could actually use various forms
of gesture becausethey have the cognitive functioning and motor skills to actuaRy
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in
initiate
However,
the
the
to
perform
acts.
and use such gesturesappropriately
ability
a social setting appearsto be somewhatdirninished.

The evidencetherefore, at times, appearssomewhatless clear than many studieswould
propose. The wide variability in the presentation of children with autism along with
variability in the classification procedures employed to determine the frequency and
type of non-verbal communicationused, is likely to hamper any attemptsto define the
non-verbal communicative skills of children with autism with any more clarity.
Nevertheless,as recognised by Capps et aL (1998), it may be that a seeminglynonverbal 'enacting' of thoughts could allow children with autism to access their
conununicativepotential more readily.

4.3 Non-verbal Communication in Children with SLI
For childrenwith SLI the picture may be somewhatdifferent. Ratherthan focussing
purely on language form, recent ideas emphasisethe importanceof non-verbal
communicationas a factor that may help distinguishdifficulties experiencedby some
children with SLI (Adamsand Bishop, 1989, Bishop, 2000; Bishop, Chan, Adams,
Hartley and Weir, 2000). Despitethis, the use of gestureby Childrenwith SLI as a
meansof non-verbalcommunication
appearsto be an underdeveloped
areaof research.

Some of the literature that has examinedchildren
with specific languageimpairmentsin
terms of their non-verbal behaviour seemsto highlight difficulties for a number of them
in their use of gesture and
non-verbal communicative skills (Hill, 1998; Bishop et aL,
2000).

-
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For example, Bishop et aL (2000) compared 18 children with SLI with 9 control
by
9
children matched on age and non-verbal ability and control children matched
languagelevel. All the children were agedbetween 6 and 8 years and were videotaped
in conversation with an adult. Their non-verbal responseswere recorded only if the
have
SLI
'tended
by
Children
to
a
action was not accompanied a verbal response.
with
very low rate of non-verbal response. Bishop et al. (2000) also identified a sub-group
impairment
language
having
of children who were characterised,as
pragmatic
(comparableto SPD). These children were shown to use significantly less non-verbal
responsethan the typical SLI or control groups. Bishop et aL (2000) conclude that

'children [with] SLI may have communicativedifficulties that extendbeyondverbal
communication'.A strengthof this studymay be its use of languageandage-matched
by speech,it was
controls. However,by only includingactsthat werenot accompanied
felt that muchof the non-verbaldatawasomitted.

In contrast,other studiesshow few differencesbetweensomechildrenwith SLI and
I,
age-matched
controlsin termsof their gestures(Landry& Loveland,1988). To support
this, in a more recent study using standardiseddiagnostic instruments(Bishop &
Norbury,2002),the lack of any significantdifferencebetweenchildrenwith typical SLI
andcontrolswith respectto their useof non-verbalmeansof expression
wasnoted.

However,to addto the confusion,a studyby Fex andMansson(1998)investigatingthe
use of gestureas a compensatory
strategyin adultswith acquiredaphasiaandchildren
with specific languageimpairment concludedthat both groups appearto use gesturesto
compensatefor their language difficulties. This study cited work by Mansson and

Lunstrom(1996) who compared8 childrenwith specificlanguageimpairment
with 8

-
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Video
(ages
3
6)
their
to
to
recordings
controls
non-verbal communication.
with regard
data
interaction
in
the
the
of
children a communicative
with an adult were analysedand
appearedto indicate more use of gestureby children in the SLI group. Although this
identified
finding
further
that when
overall
was not statistically significant,
analysis
comparedto controls, children with SLI used statistically less illustrative and regulatory
but
direct
(those
statistically
verbal
gestures,
more emblematic gestures
with a

translation).

If this were the casethen the use of gestureby children with SLI to compensatefor their
language
deficits
verbal
may be a fruitful avenueto explore in helping to delineatethe
boundaries between SLI, SPD and ASD.

This use of gesture to compensatefor

deficits
is one that hasbeenseenin childrenwith otherdisabilities.For
communication
example, children with hearing difficulties have been shown to display such a
(Goldin-Meadow& Mylander,1998).
phenomenon

Although an interestingarea for research,there is filrther evidence,albeit basedon
parentalreport ratherthandirect observation,to refuteManssonandLunstrom'sclaim.
In a study by Lord and Pickles(1996), 51 childrenwith autismand 43 childrenwith
languageimpairmentswere investigatedin terms of their use of non-verbal'social
communicative'behaviours.AU childrenwere betweenthe agesof 2 and 5 yearsold.
The Autism DiagnosticInterview-Revised
(ADI-R) (Lord, Rutter, & LeCouteur,1994)
was usedwith the mothersof the childrento elicit the relevantdata. It wasfoundthat
children with more limited languagewere associatedwith more limited non-verbal
communicationskiUs. In addition,in investigatingthe cHdren without autism,Lord
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and Pickles did not find evidencefor the use of non-verbal communicationstrategiesas
compensationfor their languagedifficulties.

The evidence for specific patterns of gesture use in children with SLI again appears
scarceand inconclusive. Clearly, comparisonsof findings across studiesis complicated
by the different fonns of data coRectionand the interpretation of what constitutesnonverbal communication. A fin-ther difficulty in comparing these results is the apparent
lack of in-depth information about the use of non-verbal communicationin a normative
sampleof children.

4.4 Comparing Children with SLI and Children with Autism in ternu 0
Non-verhal Communication
As previouslydiscussed
therehasbeena continuinginterestin the relationshipbetween
children with SLI, particularly those with pragmatic languageimpairmentsand/or non-

verbaldifficulties,andthoseon the autisticspectrum(Bishop,1998;Botting andConti-,
Ranisden,1999; Bishop, 2000).

Studiesdirectly investigatingthe relationshipbetweenchildrenwith autismand those
with SLI, in terms of non-verbalcommunicationare limited. Bartak, Rutter and Cox
(1975) compared19 children with autism and 23 children
with specific receptive
developmentallanguagedisorder in terms of their intellectual
language,
abilities,
reading and social behaviour. Of particular interest here was an analysisof the
participants' use of gesture.

Understandingof 'gesture'
was testedby the experimenterperforminga mime of an
object, picture or activity and asking the participant to
-21-

point to the

object/picture/activity being described,from a selectionpresentedto them. Six objects,
5 pictures and 5 activities were described. The use of gesturewas tested by presenting
the child with an object/picture/activity and asking him/her to perform a mime
describingits use.

The two groups differed significantly on these tests in that the autistic children scored
lower on both understandingand production of gesture, even when age was controlled
for. In analysing infort-nationfrom parental interviews, Bartak et aL (1975) reported
that over 40% of children with receptive languagedifficulties (without autism) did not
use any complex non-verbalcommunicationin their home environments. However, this
figure was good in comparisonwith parental reports that 89% of children with autism
did not to use complexnon-verbalcommunicationat home.

Taken at face value, this lends support to the notion that autistic children use
significantly less gesturethan children with receptive languagedifficulties. However, it
should be noted that the information supplied by the parental interviews relied on
subjectiveinterpretation of the term 'complex gesture' and as such it is difficult to deem
this a reliable measure of children's use of gesture. A further criticism, partly
acknowledgedby Bartak et aL (1975) in their discussion,was that those methodsused

to measureunderstandingand use of gesturewere not standardised
in any way. In
addition,it seemsthat the useof 'mime' seemeda somewhatdistantconceptfrom that
of gestureas a form of communication
relevantto everydaylanguageandthereforethis
methodof analysiscouldbe deemedlackingin validity.
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However, a further study by Loveland, Landry, Hughes, Hall & McEvoy (1988), does
(1988)
Loveland
findings
(1975).
by
Bartak
to
the
et aL
seem support
et aL,
presented
language
developmental
12
12
compared
children with autism with
children with a
delay (DLD) and a control group of 13 'normally developing' children. The autism
level
language
DLD
and
were
group and
group
matchedon non-verbal mental age and
the control group was matchedto the two clinical groups on languagelevel. Each child
'free-play'
developmental
followed
by
15-minute
underwent a
videotaped
evaluation
a
interaction with a parent. No significant differences were found in the number of

verbalisationsused,but the numberof 'no responses',interactionalinitiationsand the
use of gesture were significantly lower in the autism group comparedto the other two
groups.

5 Assessment and Treatment: Are we missing something?
5.1 Assessmentand Dioanostic Considerations
Clearly,althoughon the increase,therestill appearsto be a paucityof researchinto the
informalconversational
skiUsof childrenwith both autismand SLI. In supportof this
Capps, Kehres and Sigman (1998) suggestthat those studiesthat do investigate
conversationalskills are limited by their apparentfocus on verbal behaviourand
abilitiesratherthan non-verbalskills. Cappset aL also acknowledgethe inaccessibility
of non-verbalinformationwhenonly audiotapesare usedandrecognisethe importance
of using videotapeddata in examiningnon-verbalcommunicationskills. The valueof
videotapingto enhanceunderstandingof non-verbalcommunicationin children is a
view alsoheldby Bishopet aL (2000).
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In trying to clarify the classification issues surrounding children with autism, specific
languageimpairment or semanticpragmatic disorder, the researchliterature is, at best
it
(1998),
Capps
In
et aL
confusing and at worst wholly contradictory.
agreementwith
is suggestedthat this is in part due to researchoften placing too much emphasison the
pragmatics of verbal languageand connnunication, rather than the pragmaticsof nondifferences
language
Vaffle
the
verbal
and communication, especially
use of gesture.
between groups in terms of non-verbal skills are still difficult to define, it is in this
domain that there appearsmore room to explore an explanationfor differing diagnostic
classifications.

In summary,unsurprisingly it appearsthat there is a body of evidencesupporting the
notion that children with autism use significantly less gesture than control groups
matched on mental age or languagelevel. However, for some specific gestures(those
that do not require a fully developedtheory of mind or a notion of shared-attentione.g.
instrumental gestures or protoimperative pointing), children with autism can be
observedto perform comparativelywith typically developingchildren.

However,for childrenwith SLI the evidenceis'muchlessclear. Somestudiessupport
the theory that children with SLI use comparativelysimilar amountsof gestureto
languagematchedcontrols (Landry & Loveland, 1988; Bishop & Norbury, 2002),
whereasothers appearto indicatepotential difficulties with gestureencounteredby
childrenwith SLI (Lord & Pickles, 1996; HUI, 1998). Furthermore,a few studies
(Mansson& Lundstrorn,1996;Fex & Mansson,1998)proposethat childrenwith SLI
for their languagedifficultiesby usingmoregesture.
mayactuallycompensate
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With this somewhatconfusingbackgroundwith regardsto the use of gesturein children
with SLI, it is difficult to establishwhether children with SLI use a pattern of gesture
that would be able to accuratelydiscriminatethem from other clinical groups, or indeed
aid in identifying sub-typeswithin any heterogeneousSLI group.

Therefore, before any conclusionscan be made about using measuresof gesture as an
aid to classify children with SPD, there should be a researchfocus on investigatingthe
in
use of gesture children with SLI in a naturalistic context. Furthermore, if clear
distinctions can be made between children with SLI and children with autism in terms
of their use of gesture, it may provide an insight into the classification debate
surroundingt

notion of SPD.

The following is a tentative prediction of one scenariothat may afford more clarity in
this area: As suggestedearlier, children with autism appearto have specific difficulties
in their use of gesture and clinical descriptions of SPD have included referencesto
abnormalities of non-verbal communication (Rapin & Allen, 1987; Bishop &
Rosenbloon-41987). Therefore if, as seems plausible, children with SLI in general
compensatefor their difficulties in verbal languageby using more gesture it may lend

support to the notion that children with SPD are more alignedwith any group of
childrenwith autismthanchildrenwith SLI.

5.2 Directions for Future Research
Clearly, the ability to make
comparisonsacross studies is hindered by a huge variation
in the definitions of gesture
and the measurementof gestureswithin differing contexts.

With the adventof videotapedanalysis
andan increasingresearchinterestin the field of
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gesture, it is hoped that such definition and measurementconsiderationsshouldbecome
clearer.

Bishop et al. (2000) have already noted the use of the 'non-verbal responsemode' as
being a critical variable in distinguishing children with pragmatic languagedifficulties.
However, given the apparentlack of clarity about the use of gesturein any generalSLI
population, it may be argued that the logical step of using this modality to enhancethe
definition of children with SPD would be a little premature.

Therefore, it is felt that future research using videotaped analyses of children in
naturalistic surroundingsshould primarily focus on developing a clear understandingof
the use of gesture in children with SLI, and how this differs, if at all, from that of
children with autism or language and age-matchedcontrols. Once this is established,
only then does it seemsensibleto try to use gesture as a tool in addressingthe position
of SPD with regardsto SLI and autism.

What appearsconsistentthroughoutthe literatureis the commitmentof
researchers
and
cliniciansto developa clearerappreciationof the skills and difficultiesencountered
by
these children and develop more effective ways of allowing them to reach their
communicativepotential. Ultimately,it is hopedthat by developingan understanding
of non-verbalcommunicationabilities, and in particular the use of gesture,this
commitmentwilI be enhanced.
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7 Abstract
The present study investigatedthe use of gesture in a sampleof 14 children with highfunctioning Autistic SpectrumDisorders (ASD) and 12 children with Specific Language
Impairments (SLI) aged between 7 and 12 years and matched on non-verbal IQ and
receptive language abilities.

A control group of 68 typically developing children

Gesture
in
included
the
was analysed
study.
matched on chronological age was also
using video recordings of the children in semi-structured conversationwith an adult,
&
by
Eckman
then
to
and
coded according an adapted version of a systemproposed
Friesen,(1969). The results of this study suggestthat there are marked,measurableand
by
discriminating
differences
frequency
in
type
the
seemingly
of gesture used
and
children with SLI, children with ASD and typically developing children. In particular,

by
difficulties
for
SLI
language
to
their
using
childrenwith
were shown compensate
more gesture accompanyingspeechthan their comparison groups. Children with ASD

were shownto use lessgesturethan their comparisongroupsoveral However,there
I.
wasevidencethat for sometypesof gesture,childrenwith ASD performedcomparably
to typically developingchildren. Clinical implicationsof thesefindingsand areasfor
futureresearcharediscussed.

Keywords: Specific languageimpairment,autism, autistic spectrumdisorders,gesture,

assessment.

Abbreviations: SLI: SpecificLanguageImpairment; ASD: Autistic SpectrumDisorders;
SPD: SemanticPragmaticDisorder.
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Introduction
8.1 Whv studv Gesture?
'Gesturesare movementsof the body (or somepart of it) usedto communicatean idea,
intention or feeling.

Many of these actions are made with the arms1hands,but the

face/head area is also used in gesturing. Some actions not normally considered
gestures include setf-touching, grooming,

clothing

adjustments and nervous

mannerisms'(Knapp & HaU,2002).

For many years, although considered relevant to vocalizations, gestureshave usually
been seen as separate entities from speech. That is, they have often been seen as
accompanying,but not centrally involved in language (Iverson & Goldin-Meadow,

1998). However,morerecentlyresearchers
suchas Kendon,(1972,1980)andseminal
by
McNeil (1992) arguesthat not only are gestureslinked to language,they form
work
an integral part of the speech'system.This has afforded some legitimacy to the study of

gestureand its value in helpingto increaseour understandingof the complexitiesof
hurnanlanguageandconununication.

Gestureswith speechhavebeenshownto exist throughoutthe world, spanningcultural
and languageboundaries(Feyereisen
and deLannoy,1991). Furthermore,prior to the
developmentof spokenlanguage,gesturessuch
as reaching,pointing, nodding and
waving, form the basis of an infant's primary method of communication(Eisele &
Aram, 1995; Foster-Cohen,1999). As languagedevelopment
continuesand speech
becomesthe preferred method of
communication,the complexity and variation of
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gesture use also increasesand such abilities are maintained throughout fife (GoldinMeadow, 1998)

Given that speechand gesture are now thought to be part of an integrated system,it
follows that research into the development and use of gesture in children with both
normal and atypical languagedevelopmentmay provide an insight into how we can use
gesture within a clinical setting to maxhise an individual's communicativepotential.
Indeed, Goldin-Meadow and Iverson, (1998) higUght that analysisof gesture may be
usedclinically as both a tool for early diagnosisand intervention.

A particular topic in which this may be a fruitful avenue of research, is the much-

debated'borderlandsof autistic disorderand specificlanguageimpairment'(Bishop&
Norbury,2002). Much of this debatehascentredaroundthe heterogeneity
of specific
languageimpairment(SLI) and attemptsto define different sub-types,in particular
disorder(SPD: Bishop& Rosenbloom,1987). SPD,or-pragmatic
semantic-pragmatic
languageimpairment(PLI) as it hasbeenmore recentlytermed(Bishop,1998;ContiRamsden& Botting, 1999),hasbeenconceptualised
as 'intermediate'betweenautistic
disorderand SLI (Bishop, 1989,1998,2000). Much this
of
researchhasfocussedon
the pragmaticuse of languagein the verbal modality, with little attention paid
specificallyto the useof gesture.

Therefore,it is argued that before the
use of gesturecan be used as a potential
discriminatingfactor within
heterogeneous
SLI group, we shouldfirst developa
any
betterunderstanding
of how childrenwith SLI differ from autismin termsof their use
of gesture.
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8.2 Non-verbal Communication, Gesture and Autism
in
by a triad of impairments
disordercharacterised
Autismis a pervasivedevelopmental
As
1979).
&
Gould,
imagination
(Wing
socialcommunication,
socialrelationshipsand
one of the definingdiagnosticmarkersfor autism,researchinto the use of non-verbal
communicationin children with autism has been well documented. With this
Edition
background,the Diagnosticand StatisticalManualof Mental Disorders-Fourth
(DSM-IV, AmericanPsychiatricAssociation,1994)highlightsa 'markedimpairmentin
the use of multiple nonverbalbehaviours'in its criteria describingboth childrenwith
Autistic disorder and Asperger's disorder. In particular, studieshave shown that
children with autism display less frequent use of eye contact, facial expressions,
pointing and expressivegesturesthan typically developingchildren(Attwood, Frith &
Hermelin,1988; Bartak, Rutter & Cox, 1975; Landry & Loveland, 1988; Langdell,
1981;Ricks & Wing, 1976;Rutter, 1983;Sigman,Mundy, Sherman& Ungerer,1986;
Stone,Ousley,Yoder,Hogan& Hepburn,1997).

However,this deficit modelof description,aswell asthe broadnatureof the term 'nonverbalcommunication',may in manywaysfail to acknowledgethe potentialnon-verbal
skillsthat childrenwith autismhavebeenshownto possess.For example,studieshave
shown that children with autism, although impaired in their use of non-verbal
communication,
are comparableto controlsin their useof specificgesturesto requestan
object (e.g. protoirnperativepointing) or to immediatelyinfluenceanother'sbehaviour
(e.g. finger on the lips to indicate'be quiet') (Baron-Cohen,1989;Attwood, Frith &
Hermelin, 1988). These differenceshave been
in
difficulties
terms
of
explained
encounteredby children with autism in establishingand maintainingshared-attention
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Landry,
Loveland
1993;
in
development
(Baron-Cohen,
and
theory
the
of a
of mind
and
1986; Mundy, Sigman, Ungerer & Sherman, 1986; Signian, Mundy, Sherman &
Ungerer, 1986). As such,joint attention gesturesare seeminglythought to be lesswell
developedin childrenwith autism than in 'typically' developingchildren.

8.3

Non-verbal Communication, Gesture and Speciric Language Impairment

The use of gesture in children with specific language impairment appears to be a
Some
interest
area
of
research.
relatively recent area of
and as yet, an underdeveloped
have
difficulties
SLI
(Bartak,
in
by
the
with
studies
reported
children
use of gesture
Rutter & Cox, 1975; Bishop, Chan, Adams, Hartley and Weir, 2000; Hill, 1998), but

thesestudieshavevariedconsiderablyas to their codingof 'non-verbalcommunication'
andtheir datacollectionmethods. However,generallyit appearsthat in descriptionsof
childrenwith SLI they are not portrayedas having specificdifficultiesin their use of
gesture.

Indeed,it hasbeensuggestedthat somechfldrenwith SLI may in fact compensate
for
their difficulties in spokenlanguagethrough their use of gesture(Fex & Mansson,
1998). This is a phenomenonseen in children with hearing difficulties (GoldinMeadow& Mylander,1998).

A study by Fex and Mansson (1998) investigatingthe use of gesture as a compensatory
strategy in adults with acquired aphasiaand children with specific languageimpairment
concluded that both groups appear to use gesturesto compensatefor their language
difficulties. This study cited work by Mansson
(1996)
Lunstrom
and
who compared8
children with specific languageimpairment with 8 controls (ages 3 to 6) with regard to
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their non-verbal communication. Video recordings of the children in a communicative
interaction with an adult were analysedand the data appearedto indicate more use of
in
by
gesture children the SLI group. Although this overall finding was not statistically
significant, further analysisidentified statistical differencesin the type and frequencyof
gestureusedby children with SLI when comparedwith controls.

8.4 Purpose of the Studv & Hvvotheses
With this somewhatconflicting overview, the following hypothesesare proposed:

8.4.1 Hypothesis I
Children with Autistic SpectrumDisorder (ASD) diagnoseswill display lessgesture
than children with SLI and an age-matchedtypically developingcontrol group.

8.4.2 Hvpothesis 2
Children with SLI will compensatefor their difficulties in expressivelanguage by using

moregesturethan boththeASD and typically developingcontrolgroup.

Some children with SLI are educatedwithin specialistlanguageunits that use sign
languageas a teachingtool to varying degreesand manyhaveinput from Speechand
LanguageTherapists.Therefore,if Hypothesis2 is supported,it maybe arguedthat any
compensationby children with SLI could be related to increasedexposureto sign
languagethroughprofessionalintervention.

If it is assumedthat the older
children are, the more specialist input involving sign

languagethey would have
received,it might be expectedthat in assfinflatingsuch
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they
older.
SLI
get
as
gesture
the
more
use
consequently
with
will
children
approaches,
However, in contrast, it may also be argued that as children get older and receive more
the
diminish
input,
language
difficulties
their
negating
somewhat,
would
professional
for
need them to compensatewith gesture.

From thesetentative assumptions,third and fourth hypothesesare presented:

8.4.3 H vpothesis3
'For children with SLI, gestureuse will bepositively correlated with age'.

8.4.4 Hvpothesis 4
'For children with SLI, expressiveand receptive languagescoreswill bepositively

correlatedwith age'.

It is hoped that by increasing understanding of some of the abilities and difficulties

experiencedby childrenwith regardsto their non-verbalcommunication,this research
will provide ideas that may advanceassessmenttechniquesand interventionsfor
children with autism and specificlanguageimpairments.

Method
9.1 Participants
Three groups of children were selected;two clinical groups developingatypically and a
control group of typically developing children attending a mainstreamprimary school

(N=68). One cHnicalgroup comprised14 children diagnosedwith Autistic disorder,
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Asperger's disorder or autistic spectrum disorder (ASD) and for brevity wiU be
henceforth referred to as the 'ASD' group.

The other clinical group included 12

children with specific languageimpairments(SLI). All children spoke English as their
first language. The children were aged between 7 and 12 years at the time of inclusion
and parentalconsentwas obtainedfor all children who took part in the study. Although
the meanage of the ASD group was slightly older than the other two groups, there was
no significant difference in mean age across aH 3 groups (Figure I-1). None of the
children in the control group was receiving Speech and Language Therapy nor were
they in receipt of a Statementof SpecialEducationalNeeds.

Children with ASD were drawn from existing clinical caseloadsand had been
diagnosed following a multi-disciplinary assessmentusing the criteria for Autistic

disorderand/orAsperger'sdisorder,as outlinedin the DiagnosticandStatisticalManual
of Mental Disorders-FourthEdition (DSM-IV, American PsychiatricAssociation,
1994). Inclusionin the studyrequiredthe childrenwith ASD to haveintelligiblespeech
and a fiffl scale IQ above 70, as measuredby the WechslerIntelligenceScale for
Children(UK) - 3rdEdition (WISC-III(UK), Wechsler,1991). In this
respectthey
couldbe deemedto be childrenwith 'high functioning'autism.

Children with SLI were recruited from language
units specialising in provision for
children with SLI and from Speechand LanguageTherapist caseloadsacrossthe region.
Children with a co-morbid diagnosis
of 'autism', 'Asperger's disorder', ASD, or
probable 'autistic spectrum disorder' were excluded from this group, as well as those
whose speechwas unintelligible or who had major physical, emotional or behavioural
characteristicsthat contributed significantlyto their languagedifficulties.
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9.2 Procedures
9.Zl

StandardisedAssessments

The receptive and expressivelanguageabilities of children in the ASD and SLI groups
were measured using the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals-Revised
(CELF-R: SerneL WUg & Secord, 1987).

The CELF-R is standardised on a

language
2426
For
the
representativesample of
students.
receptive and expressive
composite scores, test-retest reliability has been shown to be r=0.63 and r=0.79,
respectively (Semel, WHg & Secord, 1987). A score of 100 on the receptive and
expressivecompositescoresis deemedto be 'average' in a typical population.

The Verbal,PerformanceandFull-scaleIntelligenceQuotientsweremeasuredusingthe
WechslerIntelligenceScale for Children(UK) -P

Edition. The WISC-III UK is

validatedusing a sampleof 824 UK test administrationsand the Wechslermeasures
have beenwidely seenas the best measureof changesin cognitiveabilities (Brand,
FreshwaterandDockrell, 1989;Lynn & Mullieme, 1991).For a Full ScaleIQ, split-half
reRabifltyhas beenshown to be r=0.96 acrossthe age range 6-16, with a test-retest
rehabüityof r=0.95.

9.Z2

Conversational Interactions

In addition to the standardisedassessmentsapplied to children in the SLI and ASD
groups, all children who took part in the study were asked to enter into an informal,
semi-structuredconversationwith a researcher. The conversationcovered 5 main topics
including favourite television
programme, a recent film, places to visit, hobbies and
friends. The interactions lasted
approximately 10 minutes and were both audio and
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video recorded.

To maximise, reliability, the same researcher interviewed aU 94

in
took
the study. The researcheralso attempted to mirami'seany
part
chUdrenwho
behaviour.
the
to
modeffing
so
as
reduce
risk
of
gestures,

9.Z3

Pilot anaivsis and Codinz

In attemptingto incorporate the detail of gestureinto a coding systemthat was valid and
data
but
the
observational
reliable,
also manageable,a pilot study was carried out using
from 48 randomly selectedparticipantsfrom the control group.

Following analysisof this data using a variety of trial coding systems,it was decidedto

Friesen,
by
Eckman
the
use an adaptedversionof
and
classificationsystemproposed
(1972). They suggestthat the classification ýprovidesa good categorisation ofgestures

and...allowscliniciansto describethegesturesof their patients in detail...[even] in the
absenceof the spoken word'. The coding system highlights 5 different types of nonbehaviours
that may be descnibedas 'gestures', theseare:
verbal

a Emblems(non-verbalactsthat havea direct verbaltranslation)
m Mustrators(movements
tied directly to speechand servingto illustratewhat
is beingsaid verbally)
Affect Displays(displaysof emotion(happy,other),primarily locatedin the
face)
n Regulators(actswhich maintainand regulatethe back andforth natureof
speaking)

m Adaptors(other movementsusedto satisfy seýfor bodily needsor manage
emotions).
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Unsurprisingly, this is not the only classification of non-verbal skills available, with
other systemshaving been proposed (for example;McNeil and Levy, 1982). However,
it was felt to be the most manageablewithin the constraintsof this research.

Despite this, during the pilot study, the precise use and definition of the categorieswas
questionedand adapted so as to provide a coding system that would elicit the most
useful data set. As a result, it was decidedthat the following six categorieswere to be
used:

9.23.1 Emblemsand Head nods
Emblemsare non-verbalacts that have a direct verbal translation (e.g. headnod, thumbs
up, waving goodbye). They are usually therefore culturally defined. Although a head
nod to indicate 'yes' or 'no' could fall into the category of 'emblem, it is also deemed
by Eckman and Friesen (1969) to be a 'regulator', an act that maintainsthe back and
forth nature of conversation.

I-

It was felt therefore that the two categoriesof 'head nod' would be included
independently
as they were distinct from emblemscreatedwith the hands,suchas the
'thumbsup' sign and from other regulatorsas describedlater. Head
nodswere also
plentiful throughoutthe data, and it was felt that their significancemay be lost if
includedin a categorywith all other emblematic
gesturesor regulators.Furthermore,it
was felt that headnodsaccompanying
speechfelt qualitativelydifferentfor the observer
from thosethat were usedwithout

speech. 'Headnodswith speech'werecodedwhen

the personnoddedand said yes or no at the sametime. 'Head
nodswithout speech'
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In
head
this
by
their
only.
using
were coded when a participant respondedyes or no,
be
in
to
deemed
tied
than
to
speech.
they
rather
of
speech
place
acts
were
way,

9.2.3.2 Illustrators
According to Eckman and Friesen (1969), illustrators are movementsthat are directly
tied to speechand serveto illustrate what is being said verbally. They include beatsand
describe
draw
'pictures'
to
that
objects, spatial
pointing movements, movement's
fairly
illustrator
bodily
During
the pilot, the
category appeared
relationshipsor
action.
by
Eckman
described
in
included
the
therefore
analysisas
consistentand robust and
was
and Friesen(1969).

9.Z3.3 Affect displays-Smiles
Affect displaysare displaysof emotionthat are usuallylocatedin the face. Throughout
the pilot study, the only affect displays that could be accurately detected in any
significant numbers were smiles. Therefore, this category was restricted jp coding
tsmfles' only.

9.2.3.4 Reaulators

As definedby Eckmanand Friesen,theseare 'actswhich maintain the back-and-forth
nature of speaking and listening betweentwo or more interactants. The most conunon

of these is the head nod, but this category can include slight postural sl-dfts,eye
movementsand eyebrowraises. Eckman and Friesenproposethat this categoryis
reservedfor thosebehavioursthat do not fit into their other categories,and therefore
duringthe pilot, it was very difficult to find a consensus
betweenresearchers
asto what
exactmovementswere to be includedin this category. This was partly the reasonfor
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for
it
important
felt
independent
Nevertheless,
'head
was
nods' as
categories.
viewing
this category to remain, as it included movements that had a 'socially' important
element. Regulatorswere mainly observedto occur independentlyfrom speech.

9.2.3.5 Adaptors
Eckman and Friesen'sfinal category describesmovementsthat are thought to havebeen
leamedto 'satisfy setf or bodily needs,perform bodily actions or to manageemotions'.
There are many such subtle movements, for example, those that are consistent with
grooming (e.g. running the hands through the hair), blocking or adapting speech(e.g.
hand to chin, licking the lips, or hand to face), nervous mannerisms(e.g. picking mils)
or flirtatious movements(e.g. hair-flick). During the pilot, it becameclear that these

'adaptivebehaviours'were ahnost constantlydisplayedby most of the participants,
especiallyby the way of nervousmannerisms. Therefore,it was not felt that this
category would be particularly discriminating between the groups. It was decided to
omit this category completelyfrom the analysis.

I.

9.2.3.6 Non-verbalactswith and withoutMeech
On analysis,aswell asthe total numberof non-verbalactsobserved,two furthersubtotalswerecreated;'Non-verbalactsperformedwith speech'and'non-verbalacts
performedindependent
of speech'.The first sub-totalincludedsummeddatafrom the
'headnod with speech'and'illustrator' categories,asthese
that
codedonly movements
occurredwith speech.The secondsub-totalincludedsummeddatafrom the 'headnod
without speech','emblem','regulator'and'smile' categories,astheseweredeemedto
includeactsthat did not directly
accompany
speech.
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9.Z4

Analvsis of Interactions

Following the pilot, and with the adaptedcoding systemin place, the main study could
proceed.

Each ten-minute conversation was converted from videotape onto the

identified
four
interaction
The
then
using a
computer.
middle
was
minutes of each
for
data
The
then
non-verbal
computer-basedvideo-editing package.
analysed
was
communication using the Observer computer software package (Noldus Information
Technology), a specialisedprogramme designed to analyse observational data. The
Mowing six categoriesof gesture were measuredby counting the number of discrete

non-verbalactsobserved:

n Headnodwith speech
m Headnodwithout speech
a Otheremblems
a Mustrators
Dp

Regulators
a Affect display-smflesonly (coded as snfiles)

To maximisereliabUity,two researchers,one bUnd to group status,rated the data
independently.

10

Results

10.1 Reliabilitv Data
10.1.1 ObserverDrift

Observerdrift was measuredusing the data from ten
randomlyselectedparticipants,
analysedby each researcherat the beginning and end of a three-monthperiod.
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Correlationcoefficientswere calculatedfor the meansof all six sub-categories,
as well
Using Speannan's rho (r, ) correlation

as the mean total of all non-verbal acts.

coefficientsfor the sub-testswere in the range r, = 0.75 - 0.98. For the non-verbaltotal
score,there was a correlation coefficient of r, = 0.99.

10.1.2 Inter-rater reliab

Inter-raterreliability was measuredusingdata from ten randomlyselectedparticipants.
Using Spearman's rho (r, ) inter-rater reliability correlation coefficients were in the
range r, = 0.76 - 0.99. For the non-verbaltotal score, there was an inter-rater reliability

correlationcoefficientof r, = 0.96.

10.2 Backeround Data
Table11-1showsdata acrossthe threegroupswith regardsto participantgender,age,
verbalandperformanceIQ, andreceptiveandexpressivelanguagescores.

Table 11-1:Mean (SD)age,verbal IQ, performanceIQ, expressive
and receptivelanguagescores
for children in the Control, ASD and SLI groups
Group

Control

ASD

SLI

N=68

N=14

N=12

Mean
N (boys+girls)
Age (months)
Verbal IQ
Performance IQ
Expressive Language Score
Receptive Language Score

SD

36+32
115.84

Mean

SD
13+1

14.11

-

Mean

SD

9+3

118.57

21.92

112.10 18.18

97.07

13.32

85.25*

9.44

-

-

91.00

17.11

89.92

13.03

-

82.64

9.89

74.58*

8.82

-

93.21

14.09

86.42

10.77

*p < 0.05
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In

The three groups did not differ with respectto age (F = 0.53, df = 2,91, p=0.59).

independent
SLI
Wests, there was no
ASD
the
the
group using
group with
comparing
differencein performance(non-verbal) IQ (t = 0.18, df = 24, p=0.86)

by
as measured

the WISC-11UK, or receptive languagescore (t = 1.36, df = 24, p=0.19) as measured
by the CELF-R. However, the ASD group had a significantly higher verbal IQ (t =
2.57, df = 24, p=0.02),
df = 24, p=0.04).

Q=2.18,
language
higher
score
and a significantly
expressive

In addition, there were marked differences betweenthe groups in

terms of gender,with the control group containing comparativelymore femalesthan the
other two groups.

10.3 Non-verhal communication data - Hvpotheses I&2
Following tests for skewness,it was felt that as much of the data violated the
homogeneityof variance assumption,non-parametricstatistical analysiswould be
carriedout.

Table 11-2:Mean (SD) incidences of non-verbal communication acts recorded

Type of Act

Control (N=68)
Mean

ASD

SLI

(N=14)

(N=12)

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

i 2.64**

Z31

6.00

5.58

Nod with speech

7.99

5.14

Nod without speech

3.37

4.20

2.29

Z84

2.75

Z 75

Emblems

<0.01

0.24

<0.01

0.27

0.00

0.00

Illustrators

5.37

7.03

7.21

7.85

Regulators

0.63

1.26

0.21

0.58

0.33

0.65

Smiles

4.85

3.83

0.93**

1.33

4.83

3.33

23.83*

1219

18.08* 13.65

Non-verbalactsperformedwith speech 13.35

8.29

9.86

6.99

Non-verbalactsperformedwithout speech

8.88

5.79

3.50*

3.20

7.92

4.32

Total non-verbal acts

22.24

10.25

13.39

7.81

31.75**

12.56

(Nod-with speech+ Ukurators)

(Nod-without
speech,emblems,
regulators,smiles)

Fý

V-U LP --p

-ý U. VVI
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Figure 114: A histogram showing mean incidences of non-verbal communication

acts recorded by

group
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Statistical analysis using Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance and further
exploration using the Mann-Whitney 'LT, found no significant diflýrenccs across the
three groups with respect to 'nod-without speech', 'emblems' and 'regulators'.
2

However, there was a significant group eflect with regard to 'nod-with speech' (y,
14.47, qf*= 2, p=0.01),

and 'smiles' ()C2= 18.55, qf = 2, p<0.001),

with the ASD

group producing significantly less than the other two groups on both of these non-verbal
acts. The SLI group produced significantly more illustrators than the other two groups
(X2 =

12.75, dj*= 2, p=0.002).
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With respectto non-verbalactsthat wereproducedwith speech,therewasa significant
of
SLI
more
the
df
2,
(Xý
producing
11.46,
difference
group
with
= p=0.003),
=
group
this type of gesture.Whengesturesthat wereperformedwithout speechwereanalysed,
the
2,
df
14.47,
(Xý
difference
with
= p=0.01),
therewas also a significantgroup
=
ASD groupbeingsignificantlylower thanthe othertwo.

Overall,therewas a significantdifferencebetweenthe groupswith regardstheir nonSLI
the
df
2,
group
(Xý
16.40,
= p<0.001), with
verbalcommunicative
repertoires =
displayingsignificantlymore non-verbalcommunication,as measuredhere, than the
less
displaying
ASD
two
non-verbal
the
significantly
other
groups and
group
that the comparisongroups.
communication

10.4 Correlation Data - Hmotheses 3&4
Hypotheses
3 and4, whichexplored
between
therelationships
age,gestureuseand
language
receptive
andexpressive
using
abilitieswithintheSLI groupwereexamined
Spearman's
included
in
Other
theanalyses
rho(rý)correlation
coefficients.
variables
IQ scores.In addition,wherepossiblea similaranalysis
wereVerbalandPerformance
wascarriedout for theASDgroupandcontrolgroup.

The resultsas shownby Figure 11-t indicatea significantnegativecorrelationbetween
ageand non-verbaltotal for the SLI group (r, = -0.79, N=12, p<0.01) andtherefore
Hypothesis3 cannotbe supported.This finding
in
ASD
the
mirrored
or control
wasnot
groups(r. = -0.30,N=14,p= ns;r, = 0.11,N=68, p = ns,respectively).
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Furthermore,when the non-verbaltotal was broken down into sub-totalswith- and
without-speechthere was a weak correlation between 'non-verbal acts-without speech'
for
but
'age'
SLI
(r,
0.08,
N=12,
the
group
and
a strong significant negative
=
p= ns),
correlation between 'non-verbal acts-with speech' and age (r, = -0.80, N=12, p<0.01)
finding
is
in
Figure
11-3.
This
the
to
a
showed
group,
who
control
see
contrast
tendencyto use more non-verbalacts-with speechas age increased(r. = 0.25, N=68, p
0.05). Again, no strong correlations with regards 'non-verbal acts-with speech' and
'age' were observedin the ASD group (r. = -0.18, N=14, p = ns)

Figure 11-2:A scatter plot showing a significant negative correlation between age and non-verbal
total within the SLI group.
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40
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Figure 11-3:A scatter plot showing a significant negative correlation between age and non-verbal
SLI
the
group.
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In examining Hypothesis 4, the results show no significant correlations between age,
N=12,
0.44,
(r.,
for
SLI
language
the
p= ns;
=
and expressiveor receptive
group
scores

r. = 0.40, N=12, p=

No
Hypothesis
4
therefore
other
not supported.
was
ns).

significant correlations were observed for this group with regards expressive or
receptivelanguagescores.

When exploring relationships within the ASD group a significant negative correlation

was observedbetweennon-verbaltotal andreceptivelanguagescore(r. = -0.74,N=14,
< 0.01) - see Figure 11-4. There were no other significant correlations for this group

from the analysis.
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language
between
receptive
Figure 114: A scatter plot showing a significant negative correlation
ASD
total
the
group.
within
score and non-verbal
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Discussion

From analysisof the results,this study appearsto support the notion that there are
frequency
in
differences
discriminating
type
the
marked,measurable
and
and seemingly
of gestureusageby cl-Mdrenwith SLI, children with ASD and chronologicalagematchedtypicallydevelopingchildren.

In supportof Hypothesis2 and the study by Manssonand Lunstrom(1996), Children
with SLI were observedto displaynoticeablymore gestureoverall in comparisonto
childrenwith ASD and the control group. Howeveron further analysis,it was a high
dependenceon gesturesthat accompaniedspeech (in particular illustrators) that
appearedto characterise
the SLI groupmost readily. Suchgesturecould be deemedto
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be very descriptiveand tends to presentpictures or 'illustrations' of what is being said.
be
listener
for
the
The attempt to provide this apparently enhancedvisual aid
could
for
SLI
by
to
compensate
viewed as a sophisticatedmechanismemployed children with
deficits in the verbal modality. Such a finding is in contrast to some previous research
(e.g. Bartak, Rutter & Cox, 1975; Bishop, Chan, Adams, Hartley and Weir, 2000; Hill,
1998,2001) and it is argued that this may be as a result of the different coding
mechanisms,levels of analysesand data collection methodsusedwithin thesestudies.

In contrast and somewhatunsurprisingly given previous research(e.g. Attwood, Frith &
Hermelin, 1988; Bartak, Rutter & Cox, 1975; Landry & Loveland, 1988; Langdell,

1981;Ricks& Wmg, 1976;Rutter, 1983),chUdrenin the ASD groupwereobservedto
display markedly less gesture overall than the comparison groups. This phenomenon,

supportmgHypothesis1, was observedparticularlyin the children'suse of smilesand
head nods that accompaniedspeech. However, in some categories of gesture use,

namely'illustrators' and 'headnods-withoutspeech',childrenwith ASD wereshownto
display amounts of non-verbal communicationcomparableto their age-matched
counterparts.Interventionstargetedat developingsuch gesturalcommunications
may
be a fruitful avenuefor futureresearch.

The ASD group's use of illustrators was thought to be particularly interesting.
Although not using as much illustrative gestureas the SLI group, the children with ASD
clearly had some ability to use this type of gesture in getting their messageunderstood.
If we assumethat the expressive language of the control group is indicative of the
general population, it may be that the comparable performance of the ASD group in
their use of illustrators is due to a similar 'compensationeffect' observedin the children
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in
SLI,
However,
observed
the
SLI.
compensation
of
amount
with
unlike
children
with
in
theory
deficits
is
likely
by
be
ASD
to
tempered
skills,
attention
shared
children with
broader
development
and
communicationskills.
of mind

In this study, although matchedon receptive language,the ASD group had significantly
be
it
Therefore,
language
SLI
could
group.
greater expressive
skills overall than the

had
ASD
language
the
childrenwith
ability,
arguedthat with moreadvancedexpressive
less need to compensatefor their verbal deficits than the SLI group. Therefore,it may
be that children with ASD actually have a greater potential for compensatingthan
broader
in
'tempering'
their
the
this
effect of
observed
study and
proposed
is
This
deficit,
be
less
clearly an
communication
significant.
although prevalent, may
areafor further researchusing groups matchedon expressivelanguageabilities.

Childrenuse gesturethat accompanies
(Mayberry,
less
than
adults
speechsignificantly
Jaquesand DeDe, 1998), suggestingthat gesture use tends to increase,or at Jeastdoes

not decrease,as cHdren get older. Resultsfrom the control group would tentatively
supporttsI

for
However
in
3,
Hypothesis
the
the
ea.
surprisinglyand supportof
null

SLI group this study shows a strong significant negative correlation with age, indicating

that gestureuse decreasesas childrenwith SLI get older. A small sampleand the
limitationsof correlationdatameanthat no firm conclusionscanbe drawn. However,if
it is assumedthat childrenhavehad more exposureto specialistsign languagethe older
they are,sucha patternmayquestionany notionthat increaseduseof gestureis directly
related to increasedexposure to professionalinvolvement using sign language.
Furthermore,it seemssensibleto assumethat as the children'slanguagebecomesmore
sophisticatedwith age, their need for compensationdiminishesand thereforetheir
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in
both
develoPmental
The
use,
of
gesture
course
accordingly.
reduces
gesture use
further
is
that
development
requires
patterns one area
children with typical and atypical
investigation.

A particularly interesting finding was the strong negative correlation betweenfrequency
ASD
in
language
the
score
of non-verbal acts accompanying speech and receptive
language
better
develop
ASD
This
receptive
suggeststhat as children with
group.
is
diminishes.
It
thought that the use of gesturemay play an
their
gesture
skills,
use of
1998).
&
Iverson,
(Goldin-Meadow
in
thinking
the
process
active part
enhancing
Indeed, children have been observed to use most gestures when they are in difficult
4problem-solving'situations (Goldin-Meadow, 1998; Iverson, 1998). If this were to be

the case,then it couldbe arguedthat if childrenwith ASD do usesomefonnsof gesture
to accompanyand evencompensatefor their languagedifficulties (althoughtempered
by otherfactorsassociated
broader
deficit),
the underlyingreason
a
with
communication
for this may be to aid their o" understanding
in
the
conversation someway, rather
of
than to aid the listenerin determiningwhat they are trying to convey. It is possible
thereforethat this may indicatea different 'pathwayto compensation'for childrenwith
ASD than for childrenwith SLI. In other words, whereaschildrenwith SLI seemingly
'throw' all meansof conununication
towardsthe listener,whetherverbalor non-verbal,
in an attempt to get their messageto 'stick' and be understood, children with ASD may
be using some gesturesin an attempt to understandthe messagebeing conveyedto them

in the first place.

From a qualitativeperspective,the SLI group were deemedto be more animatedand
engagingthan both the control group and ASD sarnple. This subjectiveopinionwas
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interviewed
by
both
had
the children and a second
the
observed
researcherwho
researcherwho analysedthe data blind to group status. Clearly,sucha phenomenon
linked
increased
due
be
be
but
to more subtlenonto
may
use of gesture,
may also
verbalcommunications.

There are some limitations of this study, particularly in relation to the sample
characteristics. Clearly, the sample sizes in this study are small, and therefore any
conclusions drawn from the results can only be speculative. Accurate diagnosesare
difficult
to determine, especially with differing subjective interpretations and coalso
morbid characteristics. For example, the use of the term 'high-fimctioning' with
reference to the ASD group within this paper is one that is not clearly defined
diagnostically and therefore the generalisabilityof these results to children with autism
and below averageIQ may be questioned.

A ftirther limiting factor of the data may be the clear gender differences across the
groups, particularly in relation to the control group, which included disproportionate
numbers of girls compared to the two clinical groups.

The decision to include

approximately equal numbersof males and females in the control group was taken for
two reasons. Firstly, it provided a reasonablesample size to enablefurther analysisto
be undertakenregarding the developmental
course of gesture in childhood. Secondly,
the literature suggeststhat in general females gesture significantly more, and are more
sensitive to non-verbal cues than males in a normal population (Hall, 1984,1998).
Therefore, as the control samplehad
proportionally more females,it would be expected
to produce significantly more gesture overall than the SLI
or ASD sample. In other
words, by including proportionally more females in the control group it artificially
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in
in
level
the
the
control sample comparisonto the clinical
overall
of gesture
raised
groups. Thus, the differencesobservedbetweenthe SLI group and the control group are
that
likely
be
to
the
to
than
this
notion
credence
more
greater
study reports, adding more
increased
by
difficulties
SLI
for
language
their
amounts
using
children with
compensate
of gesture.

The coding systememployedwas also an area for bias, and finiher researchmay want

facial
to includenon-verbalconununications
suchaseyecontactandmoresophisticated
expressionswithin the coding system.

Proceduralbiasescould also be seenas limitationsof this study. While everyattempt
was made to ýninirnisethe use of gestureby the researcherin the conversational
interaction,thereare likely to havebeentimeswhenthis wasunavoidable.In addition,
the researcher
was a maleandthis may havecontributedto any genderdifferencesthat
wereobserved.The choiceof topic for conversationin the semi-structured
conversation
Imayhavebeenimproved;in particularthe subjectof 'friends' wasproblematicat times.
Nevertheless,the majority of children were able to develop their own topics of
conversationadequately.

11.1

Clinical Implications and Conclusions

Clearly,if the findingsof this investigationare supported,there are widespreadclinical
implications. From clinical experiencethe
feel
that although non-verbal
authors
communicationskills are basictenetsof a child's overall communicativepotential,and
in some casesare recognised fundamentalin identiFying
as
children with particular
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developmentaldifficulties, their importance is all too often underestimated,particularly
framework.
an
assessment
within

These results appear to support the notion that detailed analysis of patterns within a
child's gestural repertoire can be used to identify children with specific difficulties.
Although valuable in their own right, it is suspectedthat solely relying on traditional
'in-the-moment' observational techniques, professional or

parent reports, or

questionnairedata cannot achievethis level of analysis.

With this in mind, it is interesting to note that the researcherinterviewed the children
randomly and could not notice a discernabledifference in terms of gestureuse between
individual children at the time of the interview, even with the pre-determined
knowledgeof the researchtheme. However, once the video-clips were groupedtogether
and then analysed,the differenceswere stark. Therefore, if gesture is to be used as a
reliable tool within a clinical setting, video recording of the child in conversationseem
to be an essentialrequirementof any assessmentprocess.

In termsof other assessment
implications,it is proposedthat analysisof the gestureof
disorder (SPD) may provide importantinformation
childrenwith semantic-pragmatic
for the ongoingdebateas to the position of SPD with
respectto ASD and SLI. For
example,if children with SPD do not display similar 'gestural compensation'as
childrenwith SLI appearto do, then it could be arguedthat they aremore likely to be
viewed within an autism framework. Clearly, further researchis neededwith this
clinicalgroupin comparisonto childrenwith ASD andSLI.
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More emphasisplaced on gestural development may also lead to the developmentof
interventions
in
targeted
children
specific
at promoting naturalistic gestural abilities
with developmental and communication difficulties.

This is in addition to more

traditional sign language approaches sometimes used in a clinical setting. Agah
further researchis necessary.

As well as within a clinical setting the use of gesture as a teaching aid could also be
beneficial within an educational arena. Indeed, some suggestthat gesturemay be able
to help the learning process, particularly in the area of problem solving (GoldinMeadow, Alibali & Church, 1993; Goldin-Meadow & Iverson, 1998).

In conclusion,it is hopedthat this studywill providea springboardfor furtherresearch
that enablesa greaterunderstanding
of how gesturemaybe usedto supplement
existing
knowledgeand provide advancesin assessment
intervention,
in
and
order that children
canbehelpedto reachtheir conununicative
potential.
/
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Chapter III: Empirical Research

A key to unlocking the boundaries? The use of the Children's Communication
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Checklistin the assessment
of childrenwith SpecificLanguageImpairmentsand
childrenwith Autistic SpectrumDisorders.
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13 Abstract
This study investigateddifferences between children with Autistic SpectrumDisorders
(ASD) and children with Specific Language Impairments (SLI) with regards to parent
and professional ratings on the Children's Communication Checklist (CCC: Bishop,
1998). The CCC is a 70-item checklist, broken down into 9 sub-scalesand is designed
to assesspragmatic languageabilities in children with communicationimpairments. A
sampleof 16 children diagnosedwith ASD and 12 children with SLI matched on age

andnon-verbalIQ wererecruitedto the study. Parentsandrelevantprofessionals
were
asked to complete the CCC for each child and comparisonswere made between the
different scores. Parent and professionalinter-rater agreementwas shownto be poor for

somesub-scales
and a parent/professional
combinedscorewas deemedto be the most
valid way of analysingscoresfrom the CCC. Overall,childrenwith ASD were shown
to havea differentprofile of resultsto thosewith SLI. The CCCwasdeemedto be an
effectiveand useful tool in supplementing
other assessment
methodsto discriminate
childrenwith ASD from childrenwith SLI.

Keywords: Children's CommunicationChecklist, languageimpairment,
pragmatics,

autism,autisticspectrumdisorders,assessment.

Abbreviations:CCC:Children'sCommunication
Checklist;SLI: SpecificLanguage
Impairment;ASD: Autistic SpectrumDisorders; SPD, SemanticPragmaticDisorder;
PLI: PragmaticLanguageImpairment.
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14,Introduction
Specific Language Impairment (SLI)

is a heterogeneous classification which

characteriseschildren who have non-verbal intelligence scores within normal limits
(Miller, KaiL Leonard & Tomblin, 2001), but are likely to display significant
difficulties with language in the absenceof neurological damage,hearing impairment,
mental or physical handicap,or emotional difficulties (Leonard, 1998; Friel-Patti, 1999;
HiH, 2001). Despite these defining characteristics, there seemsto be no universaBy
accepted process for the diagnosis of 'specific language impairment' (Ahmed,
Lombardino & Leonard, 2001) and due a wide variability in presentation,cliniciansand
researchershave struggled to provide an effective means of sub-classifyffigchildren

with SLI.

A particularsub-typeof SLI that hasproducedmuchdebateappearsto describechildren
that have few difficulties with the complexitiesof languageform (phonologyand
grammar),but have particularproblemsin their use of languagein conversation(the
pragmatics of language). This sub-type has been termed 'semantic-pragmatic
syndrome'(Rapin & Allen, 1983), 'semantic-pragniaticdisorder' (SPD: Bishop &
Rosenbloorn,1987) or more recently 'pragmatic-language
impairment'(PLI: Bishop,
1998). In recognisinga debatecontinuesasto the mostappropriatelabel,this studywill
useboththeterm SPDandPLI interchangeably
throughout.

One difficulty with such a classificationis that
childrenwith a clinicalprofile of SPD
often have characteristicssimilar to those with autism (Rapin & ARen, 1983,1987).
"I'L

Inerefore,its validity as a distinct sub-group,independentof high-functioningautism,
-
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has been a topic of much debate (Bishop & Rosenbloom, 1987; Bishop, 1989; Bishop,
2000; Botting & Conti-Ramsden,1999; Boucher, 1998a, 1998b).

Autism is a pervasive developmental disorder that is characterised by a triad of
impairments in social communication, social relationships and imagination (Wing and
Gould, 1979). Difficulties in the pragmatic use of language are therefore defining
characteristicsof children with autism. Although autism was originally conceptualised
as a syndrome (Kamer, 1943), it is often thought of as a 'spectrum', consisting of
related, but distinct subtypes including, for example, Asperger's disorder (Asperger,
1944; Wing, 1981).

The term 'autistic spectrum disorder' (ASD), although not

recogniseddiagnostically,has beenusedclinicallyto characterisesuchindividualsand
wiUbe usedthroughoutthis paper.

In an attempt to clarify the position of Semantic-PragmaticDisorder (SPD) in relation to
specific languageimpairment (SLI) and Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and provide

a useful clinical tool for consideringthe pragmaticlanguagedifficulties of cWldren,
Bishop (1998) developedthe Children's ConununicationChecklist (CCC) see
Appendix C.

The CCC assessesvarious aspects of language structure, pragmatic

languageskills and behaviour such as social
relationshipsand interestsand was devised
using a sampleof 76 children aged 7-9 years with identified languageimpairments. It
comprises70 statements,broken down into the following 9 sub-scales:

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

A: Speech
B: Syntax
C: InappropriateInitiation
D: Coherence
E: StereotypedLanguage
F: Useof Language:Context
G: Rapport
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H: Social Relationships
I: Interests

Respondentsare asked to judge whether each statement 'does not apply', 'applies
somewhat'. or 'definitely appliesto the child in question. For items where respondents
have difficulty in providing an adequateopinion there is an additional answerof 'unable
to judge'. In order to achievea valid and informed outcome, professionalscompleting
the checklist are askedto have known the child for at least three months.

Each sub-scaleis scored following a pre-defined scoring method, and a 'pragmatic
composite' is generatedfrom the totals of sub-scalesC to G. A score of 132 or below
on this composite score has been suggestedto be indicative of children with significant
pragmatic languagedifficulties, as opposed to children with more typical SLI (Bishop,
1998).

Somestudieshavesubsequently
usedthe CCC in an attemptto comparevariousclinical
groups. In one such study by Botting and Conti-Ramsden(1999), 10 childrenwith
pragmaticlanguageimpairments(PLI) were comparedwith eachother and a control
group of 148childrenwith moretypical specificlanguageimpairmentson the CCC and
various,other tests of language. Particular differencesbetweenthe groups were
observedon the 'E: Stereotypedlanguage',T: Use of language:context' and 'G:
Rapport' sub-scales
of the CCC,with manychildrenwith PLI scoringat least2 standard
deviationsbelow the SLI meanon these items. However,despitethe
group of PLI
children being identified by teachersand therapistsas having primarily semanticpragmaticdifficulties,having CCC pragmaticcompositeratings below the suggested
cut-off of 133 and being independentlyrated by the researcheras having primarily

-so-

10
4
impairment,
language
Conti-Ramsden
Botting
that
of
out
conclude
and
pragmatic
These
disorder'.
be
described
'better
having
Asperger's
them
of
may weR
as
autism or
results only seemto highlight the confusion that can exist when trying to descnibesuch
childrenwithin the clinical setting.

A fixther study by Bishop and Baird (2001) comparedparent and teacherratings on the
CCC, with regards to children with different pervasive or specific developmental
disorders. Inter-rater reliability coefficients between parent and professionalswere in
the range 0.30 to 0.58 acrossthe 9 sub-scales,with a pragmatic compositecoefficient of
0.46

When analysingparent and professional ratings on the pragmatic composite, cHdren

with autism had significantly lower scores than children with specific learning
disabilities(includingchildrenwith dyslexiaand SLI), and thesedifferenceswere not
deemedto be dueto ageor IQ. Childrenin the other threeclinicalgroups;Asperger's
Disorder,PervasiveDevelopmentalDisorder-Nototherwise Specified(PDDNOS)and
Attention-DeficitHyperactivityDisorder(ADHD), had meanscoresinterniediaryto the
SLI and autism groups. Interestingly, combining parent and professionalratings on the

pragmatic composite scale appearedto be most effective in discriminatingthe
diagnosticgroups.

While not advocatingthe CCC as a diagnostictool, BishopandBaird concludedthat it
can be a useful additionto other forms of assessment
of childrenwith languageand
developmentaldifficulties within a clinical setting.
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PLI
identify
CCC
(2002)
to
of
Norbury
Bishop
the
fiu-ther
group
a
In a
used
and
study,
SLI.
from
a wider sample of children with
children

These sub-groups were then

typically
high-functioning
a
to
and
autism
of
children
with
a group
compared
developingcontrol group using various standardiseddiagnostic tools designedto assess
Diagnostic
including
Autism
difficulties,
the
children with social communication
ObservationScale-Generic(ADOS-G: Lord et aL, 2000). Of particular interestwas that
PLI
the
between
differences
the
of
profile scores
were observed
no significant group
CCC.
into
the
account all sub-scalesof
sub-groups and the autism group taking
However for the PLI group, high social and communication impairment scores on the
ADOS-G showed a significant correlation with pragmatic composite scores on the
CCC, lending some support to the validity of the CCC in assessingpragmatic language
difficulties.

While recognising that the CCC was originally designed to supplement existing
languagetests and specificallyto assessaspectsof pragmatic languageskills in.children,
it has been used in the studies reviewed to distinguish a sub-group of children with
language
SLI.
impairment
(PLI)
from
pragmatic
a wider group of children with
However, as indicated by Botting and Conti-Ramsden (1999) it may be argued that
many children who are distinguished in this way, may actually be better described as
within the context of the Autistic Spectrum.

Furthermore,with the positionof PLI seeminglyunresolvedin relationto ASD andSLI,
it seemsappropriatethat if the CCC is to be usedalongwith otherformsof assessment
to identifychildrenwith PLI, then firstly a better understanding
be
developed
of
should
whetherit can be usedto accuratelydiscriminatebetweengroupsof childrenwith SLI
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(1998)
by
Bishop
been
has
ASD.
In
and
this
addressed
some ways
and children with
Bishop and Baird (2001), whose studies appear to indicate that pragmatic composite
However,
ASD.
from
best
discrimimfing
SLI
children with
at
scoresare
children with
it may be that in addition to comparing scores on the pragmatic composite, analysing
the overallprofile of children's scoreswould help with this process.

With this background,the current study was designedto developthe work of Bishop
SLI
(2001)
Baird
teacher
and
and
and compares parent and
ratings of children with
children with Autistic Spectrum Disorders on the CCC, with an emphasis on the
differencesbetweenthe profiles of children between the two groups. Three hypotheses

weredeveloped:

14.1.1 Hvpothesis I

'ParentIProfessional
discriminating
be
in
the
meanscorescombinedwill
mosteffective
ASD gro upfto m the SLI gro up.

14.1.2 Hoothesis 2
'Children with ASD will have significantly lower mean pragmatic composite scores

than childrenwith SLI, as assessed
by parents,professionalsandparentslprofessionals
combined'.

14.1.3 Hoothesis 3

'Theoverallprofile of meanscoresforchildrenwith ASD will be differentto that of
childrenwith SLF.
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15 Method
15.1 Participants
The participants in this investigation were initiaBy approached during a wider study
investigatingthe use of gesturein children with Autistic SpectrumDisorders (ASD) and
children with Specific Language Impainnent (SLI) (Rogers, Knight & Williams, in
for
SLI,
This
included
16
12
ASD
preparation).
sample
children with
and children with
ASD
for
been
The
had
with
children
whom parental consent
obtained.
participation
been
had
diagnoses
drawn
from
Their
were
existing caseloadsof practicing clinicians.
made following a multi-discipUnary assessmentusing the Diagnostic Interview for
Social and Communication Disorders (DISCO), and employing the criteria for ASD
suggestedby Wmg & Gould (1979).

Childrenwith SLI were recruitedfrom SpecialistLanguageUnits acrossthe regionand
from the clinical caseloadsof Speechand LanguageTherapists. Childrenwith a codiagnosis
morbid
of 'autism', 'Asperger'sDisorder', 'Autistic SpectrumDisorder' or
'probableASD' were excludedfrom this group, as well as those who had major
physical, emotional or behaviouralcharacteristicsthat were deemedto contribute
significantlyto their languagedifficulties.

Inclusioncriteria stipulatedthat all of the participantshad a full-scaleIQ greaterthan
70, as measuredby the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (UK)
-P

(WISC-III(UK), Wechsler,1991) andthat their speechwasintelligible.
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15.2 Procedures
All participantswere assessedas to their verbal and performance IQ using the WISCIll(UK),

(Wechsler, 1991) and their expressive and receptive language skills were

(CELF-R:
Fundamentals-Revised
Clinical
Language
Evaluation
the
of
measuredusing
Semel,Wiig & Secord, 1987).

Parents and a relevant professional (Specialist Teacher or Speech and Language
Therapist) were asked to complete the Children's Communication Checklist (CCC)
(Bishop, 1998), which as described earlier, was originally designed as a prelkninary
difficulties
language
help
distinguish
to
to
children with specific pragmatic
attempt
from childrenwith more typical SLI.

A 'pragmaticcompositescore' is calculatedfrom 5 of the 9 sub-scales
andwheretwo
been
has
the
this
estimated
professionals
assess samechild,
pragmaticcompositescale
to have inter-rater reliability of approximately r=0.80,

acrossthe 9 sub-scalesranging from r=0.62

with reliability coefficients

Inter-rater
1998).
0.83
(Bishop,
-

reliability betweena parent and a professionalfor the pragmaticcompositehas been
from
shownto be r=0.46, with reliability coefficientsacrossthe 9 sub-scales
ranging
0.30- 0.64(BishopandBaird, 2001).

For someparticipantsa RAIdata set was not availabledueto non-returnof at leastone
questionnaire.With referenceto the SLI group, 3 parentCCC's were missing(N = 9)
and 2 professionalCCC's were missing (N = 10). For the ASD group, there was a full
set of parent CCC's (N = 16), with I professionalCCC missing (N ý 15).
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16 Results
16.1 Backeround Data
As illustrated in Table III-1, statistical analysis using t-tests for independentsamples
indicates no significant differences between the two groups with regard to mean age,
performanceIQ or receptive language scores. However, there were significant group

differencesin verbalIQ (t = 2.94, df = 26, p<0.01) and expressivelanguageskills(t =
2.177, df = 26, p=0.04), with the ASD group displaying greater ability overall. These
analyseswere also performed taking into account missing data. For each of these
separateanalysesa similar pattern was observedto that of the overall sample.

Table 111-1:Mean age, verbal IQ, performance IQ, expressiveand receptive languagescoresacross
the ASD and SLI groups.

ASD
N

I

SLI

16

12

Age (months)

122.34

112.10

Verbal IQ**

99.44

85.25

PerformanceIQ

91.88

89.92

Expressivelanguagescore*

82.64

74.58

Receptivelanguagescore

93.21

86.42

*p < 0.05; * *p <-- 0.01

16.2 Inter-rater Reliabilitv Data
Pearson'sr correlationcoefficientswere calculatedto provide a measureof inter-rater
reliability betweenparent and teacherratings for each sub-scaleof the CCC. The
resultsof the currentstudywere comparedwith thosefrom a previousstudyby Bishop
andBaird (2001)andareshownin Table111-2.
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Table 111-2:ParentlProfessional inter-rater reliability coefficients (using Pearson's correlations) for
the current study, and compared to a previous study by Bishop & Baird, 2001.
Sub-scale

Current
Study
(N=22)

Bishop & Baird (2001)
N

r
A: Speech

0.69*

0.58

82

B: Syntax

0.36

0.64

76

C: InappropriateInitiations

0.44*

0.42

81

D: Coherence

0.25

0.58

81

E: StereotypedLanguage

0.18

0.35

78

F: Useof Context

0.10

0.30

80

G: Rapport

0.29

0.43

81

H: social Relationships

0.50*

0.44

68

1: Interests

0.45*

0.43

55

PragmaticComposite

0.16

0.46

82

*p <= 0.05

As canbe seenfrom Table111-2,significantcorrelationswereobservedin only 4 of the
9 sub-scales;A: Speech,C: Inappropriate Initiations, H: Social Relationshipsand I:

Interests.Thepragmaticcompositedid not reveala significantcorrelationcoeiiicient.

16.3 Analysis of CCC Prortles Hvpotheses 1,2 &3
Parent,professionaland'parent/professional'
combinedmeanscoreson eachof the 9
sub-scales
andthe pragmaticcompositewerecalculatedfor the two clinicalgroupsand
are shown in Table 111-3.
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Table 111-3:Parent, Professional and Combined Mean scores on the CCC with regard to clinical
group.

CCC Sub-scale

A: Speech
Parent
Professional
Combined
B: Syntax Parent
Professional
Combined
C: Inappropriate Iniflaflons
Parent
Professional
Combined
D: Coherence
Parent
Profmional
Combined
E: Stereotyped Lanauare
Parent
Professional
Combined
F: Use of Context
Parent
Professional
Combined
G: Rappo
Parent
Professional
Combined
H: Social Relationships
Parent
Professional
Combined
1: Interests
Parent
Professional
Combined
Pragmatic Comosite
Parent
Professional
Combined

Sig.

SLI

ASD
N

Mean

SD

N

Mean

SD

p

16
15
15

32.69
34.87
33.63

4.44
2.47
3.34

9
10
7

29.67
29.20
29.00

4.12
5.05
4.64

Ns.
0.001**
0.014*

16
15
15

30.81
31.73
31.23

1.47
0.59
0.80

9
10
7

29.56
29.00
29.36

1.59
2.40
1.73

Ns.
0.000**
0.002**

16
15
15

22.25
26.13
24.27

3.19
3.27
2.81

9
10
7

23.33
28.10
25.57

4.00
2.38
2.59

Ns.
Ns.
Ns.

16
15
15

28.00
31.40
29.53

4.27
3.87
3.10

9
10
7

26.89
28.30
27.43

4.31
3.40
3.56

Ns.
Ns.
A

16
15
15

22.00
25.40
23.57

3.69
3.92
Z68

9
10
7

23.44
28.50
26.14

3.36
1.43
1.82

Ns.
0.026*
0.033*

16
15
15

22.00
25.40
23.50

3.37
4.07
Z 79

9
10
7

24.89
26.80
26.14

4.01
2.44
1.57

A
A
0.031

16
15
is

25.25
27.60
26.17

3.51
3.68
1.99

9
10
7

28.22
31.10
29.50

4.20
296
3.96

A
0.020*
0.015*

16
15
15

24.25
26.93
25.40

4.25
4.88
3.85

9
10
7

28.33
29.80
29.64

4.85
3.68
3.29

0.039*
Ns.
0.021*

16
15
15

27.25
27.93
27.47

2.24
2.87
1.81

9
10
7

29.78
31.60
30.79

2.33
Z12
206

0.014*
0.002**
0.001**

16
15
15

119-50
135.93
127.07

13.29
13.51
9.59

9
10
7

126.78
142.80
134.79

13.67 A
8.73 Ns.
8.28 Ns.

*p <= 0.05; **p <= om

Following analysis using the t-test for independent
samples, significant group
differenceson parentalratings
were observedfor 2 of the 9 sub-scales. For professional
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differences
for
9
found
5
the
group
sub-scales,and when the
ratings, significant
were
of
found
differences
and
professional
parent
scoreswere combined, significant group
were
for 7 of the 9 sub-scales. Therefore in support of hypothesis 1, the parent/professional
ASD
from
in
discriminating
SLI
the
the
combined score was most effective
group
group.

In examining hypothesis2, although the results approachedsignificance,no significant
differences
group
were establishedby parent, professional or combined ratings on the
pragmatic composite. However, taking into account that the power of the statistical
analyseswas particularly low due to the small samplesize, the pattern indicated that the
ASD group scoredlower than the SLI group on the pragmatic compositeacrossall three
ratings. With a larger samplesize this may lend some support for hypothesis2. Mean

C: InappropriateInitiationsand D: Coherencewere not shownto
scoreson sub-scales
significantly discriminate the groups using either parent, professional or combined
ratings.

I.

An analysisof within-group differencesfor the ASD group showedthat the mean
pragmatic composite score provided by parents (g = 119.50) was significantly lower

than that suggestedby professiomls(ýt = 135.93), (t =
N=
15,
p<0.01).
-3.91,
However,the profiles of all of the sub-scalescores
are,noticeablysimilarbetweenthe
parentsand professionalsconsultedfor this study -see Figure III-I
-

89.

Figure 111-1:Parent, Professional and combined mean sub-scalesscores for the ASD group in
comparison with findings from Bishop & Baird, 2001.
35 -

+-N

-X- - -ProfoogionalASD(N-15)

+

Parent ASD (N-16)

33
31

x

Parent/Profegaional ASD (Bishop & Baird, 2001) (N-436)

4.

Parvallftefeasional ASD (N-15)

292725
23
21
19

CAP
.

Sub-scale

From a similarstudyby Bishop& Baird (2001)the combinedparentandprofessionals'
meanscoresfor children in both their autismand Asperger'ssyndromegroupswere
calculatedand this is also comparedto the resultsof the currentstudyin FigureIII-1.
Againa sffiiUarprofile is observedto the resultsfor the ASD groupin this study.
0

Althoughnot statisticallysignificant,a similar analysis
of within-groupdiffcrenccsfor
the SLI group showed a pattern indicating that that the meanpragmatic compositescore
provided by parents (g = 126.78) was lower than that suggestedby professionals(ýt =
142.80), (t =
N=7,
-2.22,

p=0.068).

However, the profiles of all of the sub-scale

scores, as can be seen in Figure 111-2,are somewhat less similar between parents and
professionalsfor this group in comparisonto the ASD group.
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Figure 111-2:Parent, Professional and combined mean sub-scalesscores for the SLI group in
comparison with findings from Bishop & Baird, 2001.
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Again, comparisonwith the combinedparent/professional
meansub-scaleratingsin the
study by Bishop and Baird (2001) of a group of children with specific learning
disabilities(SLD: a group that includeschildrenwith SLI or dyslexia),are also shown
in Figure111-2.Theseprofilesseemto indicatea markedlydifferent,'flatter' profile for
childrenwith languageimpairmentscomparedto that of childrenwith ASD.

17 Discussion
It may be suggestedthat the results of this
study support the position that the CCC can

be an cffective and useful tool in
supplementingother assessmentmethods to
discriminatechildrenwith ASD from
childrenwith SLI. However,it is suggestedthat
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analysisof the profile of scores as well as taking into account the pragmatic composite
is
in
scores essential providing the most effective meansof assessment.

Parent and professionalinter-rater reliabilities were surprisingly poor given the findings
of previous studies, and in particular the low correlation observed for the pragmatic
composite score was disappointing. However, the sample size was small and therefore

the results should be viewed with some caution. Nevertheless,the two lowest
correlation scoreswere observedfor sub-scalesE: Stereotyped languageand F: Use of
context, a finding similar to that in the Bishop and Baird study (2001). This may
suggest that these two

sub-scales provide the most scope for respondent

misunderstandingand therefore their composition may be an areato be reviewed.

Despite relatively low correlation coefficients across some of the sub-scales,

comparisonsof the parent,professionaland combinedparent/professional
meanscores
on the CCC for each group support Hypothesis I and the notion that the 'combined'

scoreswere the most effectivein discriminatingthe ASD from the SLI group. This
finding also appearsto corroboratethe conclusionsof Bishop and Baird (2001) who
statethat 'validity [of the CCC] is enhancedbY combininginformationfromparentsand
professionals

However, with reference to the pragmatic composite,
neither parent, professionalnor
parent/professionalcombined mean scores were significantly*different across the two
groups and the null Hypothesis 2 could not be rejected. Despite this, scores for the
ASD group were lower than for the SLI
group acrossall three respondentgroups and it
may be that with a larger samplesizethis differencewould approachsignificance.
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In examining hypothesis 3 it was interesting to note that when the profiles of results
acrossthe 9 sub-scaleswere displayed in graphical form, it appearedthat children with
ASD have a profile of results that is similar whether assessedby a parent or professional
(see Figure III-I).

This profile was also compared with the results of a combined

autism + Asperger's group from Bishop and Baird's (2001) study and a similar pattem
emerged.

For children with SLI the profiles were less consistent, possibly indicating the
heterogeneityof this classification. However, the parent/professionalcombinedprofile
of children with SLD from the study by Bishop & Baird (2001) appearedsomewhat

differentto that of thosewith ASD, a resultthat tentativelysupportsHypothesis3.

Such results seem to indicate that for the ASD group parents and professionalsrated

in a similar,consistentfashion,but assigned.
different
relativestrengthsand weaknesses
weight to their scores. Thereforeit may be arguedthat the profile of children'sCCC
scoresis t

vital factor rather than a cut-off point, in helpingto discriminatechildren

with ASD from children with more specific languagedifficulties.

Clearly,with the relativelylow samplesizesand the significantlyhigher
IQ
verbal and
expressivelanguageability of the ASD group comparedto thosein the SLI group,these
resultsshouldbe viewed with somecaution. Diagnosticambiguity,missingdata for
some participants and low inter-rater reliabilities could also have significantly
influencedthe data.
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Nevertheless,the results appear to mirror some findings from the earlier Bishop and
Baird study (2001) and seemto enhancethe usefidnessof the CCC in the assessment
of
is
This
difficulties
language
in
children with a range of clinical presentations.
pragmatic
CCC
diagnostic
be
that
the
tool, rather as a supplement
to
a
should used as
not suggest
to clinical observationsand other standardisedassessments.Further researchusing the
CCC is evidently the way forward, and in particular it may be useful to investigatethe
CCC profile of children with ASD, SLI or PLI in comparisonwith other clinical groups
and typically developing cbildren using a variety of languageand non-verbal indicators.
In this way, particular sinýilarities and differences across clinical groups can be
identified and the continuing developmentof appropriate interventions for children with
languagedifficulties can be enhanced.
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19 Introduction
My journey through the researchprocess may be best describedas an adventurestory,
with many highs and lows and twists and turns, all leading, (hopefully) to the mythical
and metaphoricalpromised land of qualified clinical psychologist status. As the writeby
dominated
draws
be
to
to
the
not
up period
an end, my reflections on
researchseem
clinical implications of the research or methodological considerations, nor by any
done
have
dilemmas
I
have
Why
but
by
that
ethical
may
arisen,
one simple question:
this research? This is not an enquiry posed to question the topic of my researchor to
elicit obvious answerssuch as 'so that you can qualify'; rather it is a question as to the
placethat researchis afforded within my chosenprofessionof clinical psychology.

Throughouttraining I have maintainedthe belief that as a clinical psychologistI will
not perceivemyself as primarily a psychologicaltherapist,a view that has sometimes
led to disagreements
to
with someof my peers. Instead,I havealwaysfelt it necessary
stressthe importanceof researchas an active,ongoingprocessthroughoutthe careerof
a clinical psychologist,if not throughoutlife. For me this view is backedup by the
Core Purpose and Philosophy of the Profession which states that: 'Clinical
psychologists are more than psychological therapists While man
...

do practise

psychotherapy at a high level this is not a skill unique to clinical psychologists The
...
backgroundand training of clinical psychologists is
in
rooted the scienceofpsychology,
and clinical psychology may be seenas one of the applications ofpsychological science
to solve humanproblems. The ability to design and carry out applied research is a skill
developedto a doctoral level
is becoming more and more valuable in the
that
and
one
...
drive towards evidence-based
practice' (Division of Clinical Psychology, British
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Psychological Society, 2001).

Recent thoughts and reflections about the research

fmd
ffirther
little
have
helped
however,
and
me to explore this view a
process
comparisonswith Kelly's (1955) personalconstruct theory, which views the personas a
the
in
hypothesising,
testing
the
and
evaluating
constantly
engaged
process
of
scientist,
in
lives.
world
which
s/he
perceived

It now appearsuniformly acceptedthat research should play a part in the training and
clinical practice of clinical psychologists (Barker, Pistrang and Elliot, 1994) and as
be
'a
is
integral
in
However,
to
to
there
gap
seems
such,
our profession.
often
practice
betweenthe rhetoric and reality: many clinical psychologists do not do research once
they havequalified' (Barker, Pistrangand Mot, 1994).

From a personalpoint of view, my seeminglyflawed and idealisticperceptionof the
concept of research is that it is a vehicle for advancing knowledge, a process of

understanding
anda meansof satisfiingour needfor curiosityaboutthe world.in which
we five. In this way, it is integralto the lean-dngprocess. With an acknowledged
degreeof naivety,I would also like to thifik that researchwithin a clinicalpsychology
context provi es a way of helping us to promote psychological well being within

ourselves,our clients and the complex milieu that is 'general society'. However,
althoughthis affordsme someidea as to what researchis for, it doesnot definewhat
researchactuaRyis or how it is done.

WhUeTheodorson& Theodorson(1969) suggestresearchis 'any honestattempt to
study a problem systematicallyor to add to man's knowledgeof a problem', The Oxford
English Dictionary defmesit as: 'A
search or investigation directed to the discovery of

-
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-

by
or
scientific
of
critical
course
a
subject;
of
a
or
consideration
study
careful
somejact
),
1989)
&
Weiner
(Eds.
enquiry'(Sirnpson

What struck me from these two definitions is the notion of research as a 'systematic,
its
Furthermore,
considered' process- somethingthat requires method and structure.
'a
(1995)
defined
Dictionary
in
Shorter
Collins
to
the
systematic
as
science,
relation
ignore.
is
difficult
to
knowledge
of natural or physical phenomena',
study and

Therefore,the two conceptsof scienceandresearchappearto be inextricablylinked. It
is suggestedtherefore that Clinical psychologists, if carrying out research, should at
least recognisethat in so doing they are subscribingto the notion of science;at its most
basic level a process of finding solutions for (or at least trying to gain knowledge and
understanding about) problems.

With the concepts of scientist-practitioner and

be
in
this
evidence-based
practice constantlyringing
recognition sbould
my ears,
nothing new.

However, these thoughts about the terms 'research' and 'science' provided one
relativelyshple answerto my original questionthat I had not previouslyconsidered:
Researchis fundamentalto the trainingof a clinicalpsychologistbecausethe processof
researchis in manyways a direct reflectionof the processof psychologicaltherapyand
as such,experienceof one canbe usedto complementthe other. To illustratethis, our
formulation,
core skills as clinicalpsychologistsare deemedto be thoseof assessment,
interventionand evaluation (Division of Clinical Psychology,British Psychological
Society, 2001). However, these do not seem so different from those procedures
involved in the research process such as the identifying
and gaining available
knowledgeabouta problem(assessment),
integratingthis knowledgeinto questionsand
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hypotheses
hypotheses
(formulation),
these
test
to
generating
producing methods
(intervention)and a discussionof the results (evaluation).

It is suggestedtherefore that although many qualified clinical psychologists may be
for
criticised
not carrying out 'research', actually in the course of their clinical practice,
by working therapeutically with people, they are in fact conducting vast quantities of
relevant research. The criticism may be more appropriately that they just do not write
up what they have found!

With this view of research as an essential, on-going, career-long process, allied to
Kelly's (1955,1991) ideas of the person as scientist, other more conventional ideas,

thoughtsandreflectionsspecificto my researchthesiswill be addressed.

20 Methodoloaical Considerations
While there are many methodologicalconsiderationsthat were discussedduring the
researchprocess,and too manyto mentionhere,I havehighlightedtwo that produced
the most anxiety.

20.1 Sampline and Recruitment
Whilst ideas for the researchwere initially prompted by
my own clinical observations,
following discussionswith experienced
researchersand previous trainees, one of the
main factors influencing my choice of research topic was the accessibility of
Participants,particularly with referenceto clinical populations. In this respect, I was
lucky in that local clinicians
with whom I already had a working relationship were
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interestedin my broad ideas and were wMing to help me with the recruitment process
by identifying potential participants from their establishedcaseloads. The usefulnessof
existing relationships with people working within the proposed research envirorunent
hasbeenwell documented(Taylor & Bogdan, 1998)

Despite this, recruitment was still one of the most difficult aspectsof the researchand
the final sample sizes were not as great as initially thought.

As suggestedin the

empirical papers, the relatively small size of the clinical groups is likely to reduce the
reliability of any of the findings. However, I feel that without extensivelocal clinician
involvement, the process of recruitment would have been hindered further and may

havejeopardisedthe projectto an extentwhereit would havebeendeemedunviable.

20.2 Didenosis and Co-morbidUtv
Problemsof diagnosisand co-morbidityrelatingto autismand developmental
language
disordersare discussedthroughoutthe literature (for example:Bishop, 1989; Frith,
1989;Gillberg& Coleman,1992;Lord & Rutter, 1994;Boucher,1998;Howlin, 1998),
to recognisethat despiteeveryeffort to the contrary,there
andthereforeit is necessary
was somepotentialfor effor in assigningchildrento their appropriateclinical group,
particularlywhere co-morbiddifficulties were present. As an interestingside note, it
seenisin someways ironic that in trying to provide an understandingof differences
betweendifferent diagnosticgroups,this researchis likely to havebeenbiasedby the
verything it is trying to address.
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21 Ethical Considerations
dilemmas
the
ethical
While the following are not meant as an exhaustive overview of
the
that
2002
major
Barker
suggest
during
aL,
et
the
research process,
encountered
in
ethical principles clinical psychologyresearchare:
0 Informed Consent

a AvoidanceofHarm
a Privacy
m External Ethical Review

21.1 Informed consent
in
imply
all
of
informed
receipt
that
The notion of
are
to
participants
appears
consent

informed
free
they
information
and
that
a
the
make
can
study
so
about
available
decision as to their participation. However, in the present study the participants were

basic
this
ethicalobstacles.
and
posed
some
children

Firstly, while parentshave legal responsibilityfor their children, it is the children
felt
it
Therefore,
in
be
was
the study.
themselveswho would actually taking part
from
both
important
informed
that
parentsandchildren.
ethically
consentwas required
While parentalconsentwas gainedby providing themwith full written informationand
the opportunity to ask direct questions,obtainingconsentfrom children with autism
and/or language difficulties, many of whom had difficulty understandingsome aspects

of language,proved more of a challenge. The difficulties associatedwith obtaining
informedconsentwith childrentaking into accounttheir competenceto makedecisions
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Koocher
&
Keith-SpiegeL
(BPS,
2000;
Bersoff
&
Bersoff,
1999;
are weR reported
1998).

Secondly,as well as understanding,it was felt that the child's choice to participate is
been
have
free from outside pressuressuch as parental opinion, adult-childto
unlikely
professionalpower differentials and situational factors.

Nevertheless,for this study written parental consent was sought in the first instanceand
then the researcherexplained verbally to the child about the study, hopefully in a way
that was more accessible for them to understand. The child's understanding was
checkedby asking them to explain what they thought they study was about. Even if

they then agreedto participate,the child was given regular opportunitiesto withdraw
from the study.

Whilethesesafeguards
were designedto give the child as muchfree choiceas.possible,
I still feetthat it would be naYveto think that manychildrenparticipated'becausethey
wantedto-, but rather because'mumand dad said so. However,as the researcherI
neverfelt that anyparticipantobjectedto beinginvolvedin the research.

21.2 Avoidance ofHarm
The British Psychological Society (BPS) Code Conduct (2000)
of
states: 'Investigators
have a prima?y responsibility to protect
participants from physical and mental harm
during the investigation. While 'harm! is difficult
a
concept to assess,it was felt that
generally participation in this research could not be deemed to be harmful.
Nevertheless,care was taken to provide
opportunity for the participants to debrief and
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involvement
following
their
and at any times when participants were
ask questions
thought to be tired or distressed (particularly during some of the psychometric
from
have
break
the
they
the
to
or
withdraw
were given
a
opportunity
assessments),
study altogether.

21.3 PrivacvlConridentialitv
In some ways, invasion of a person's privacy or breaking of confidentiality could be
seenas a way of causingharm In the caseof this research,given that video recordings
were being used, protection of confidentiality was a particular concern. My concern
was heightenedffirther foRowing negative publicity in the national media about the use
of video camerasin schools. Despite this, and somewhat surprisingly, it seemedthat
my anxietieswere not sharedto the sarneextent by parents and they rarely questioned

issuesof confidentiality. This lack of questioningand seemingly'trusting' approach
have
been
due to the thoroughnatureof the inforniationprovidedto parents,or by
may
a generalexpectancethat confidentialitywould be observed. However,it did-occurto
mehow little the public seemto questionprofessionalpractice.

Nevertheless,
despitethe lack of questionsand probablyto allay my own anxietiesto
someextent,it was stressedto both parentsand participantsthat data would be held
securelyand whentransferredonto computerfor analysis,was protectedby password.
It was also agreed that all data would be destroyedfollowing
completionof the
research,exceptwhere particularconsenthad beengiven for its use in presentingthe
researchfindings.
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21.4 External Ethical Review
long,
for
it
their
for
a
While
researchwas
many seemedthat obtaining ethical approval
This
it
drawn out process,my own experiencewas that was relatively straightforward.
fact
I
be
due
that
to
the
purposely made an effort to produce an extensiveresearch
may
fact
due
that
be
it
issues,
but
to
the
also could
proposal with a clear emphasison ethical
from
did
deviate
the
establishedassessment
not
researchmethods employed
generally
'ethical'
Whether
actually
such procedures are
procedureswithin a clinical setting.
for examplethe use of psychologicaltests to assignlevels of intelligence- is a topic for
further debate.

22 Personal and Professional Reflections
As I reflect on the researchprocessand the broadercourseof my trainingas a clinical
psychologist,I feel a senseof satisfactionthat despiteall the trials and tribulations,I
havecometo a positionwhereI cansay'I haveenjoyedmyself However,at this point
.
I amreluctantto saythis too loud, for therecouldyet be a twist in the tale.

I wrote earlier about researchas being like an adventurejourney, and I feel this
metaphorgivessomeideaas to the feelingsthat are encounteredalongthe way. From
excitementthrough despairand frustration, interspersedby a senseof determination,
anxietyandhopeandendingwith a senseof tired relief, the processhasnot beena trek
alonga singlepathway,but a crawl, sometimesin the dark, througha web of corridors.
Somecorridors require you to turn back and others seemto go on forever, but the
overridingsensethat I beganto developwas one of 'trust in the process'. Where
obstacleswereplacedin the way, often due to the necessityto rely on other peopleto
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little
they
were
done,
effort,
time,
a
and
persuasion
things
patience,
somehow
with
get
resolved.

deadliest
the
learned,
that
I also
to my cost at times,
procrastination and avoidanceare
Problems
for
highlighting
(something
therapists
clients).
our
as
we are often
of enemies
that if tackled earlier would have been small, became perceived as major obstaclesas
by
but
bigger,
that
it
Actually,
wasn't that the problems got
my motivation stuttered.
just
bigger.
to
they
seemed get
procrastinating,

Pressureof time was the most difficult thing to manage,especiallywhen I had to rely on
for
For
ethical
others and events were not within my own control.
example, waiting
I
for
However,
to
with experience
approval or
clinicians carry out specific assessments.
learned that during these times rather than wait and complain, I should explore other
parts of the web of corridors and return to the one that was blocked later. This way,
there was always a senseof moving forward - just Eke I would rather be, travelling
slowly along the longer road to my destination than sit in a traffic jam on the shorter
route.

Despiteregularfrustrationswith havingto rely on othersso that practicalaspectsof the
researchcouldproceed,I recognisethat without the supportof thosepeopleI would not
be in a position to completemy research. Similarly practical and emotionalsupport
from family and friendshasbeenvital in helpingme alongmy journey. It with this in
mind that I think the processof doing 'successfulresearch'relies as much on the
interpersonal skills and flexibility of the
researcher and the knowledge and
understanding
of thosearoundhim/her,thanon anypracticalor methodologicalfactors.
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23 Conclusions
What these reflections seem to suggest to me is that throughout the course of this
literature
just
have
learned
'how
I
than
to
a
review',
write
much more
researchproject
'how to analysedata', or indeed 'how to do research'. In fact I have beenable to learna
lot about the way I work and the part researchmay play in my future career. However,
learned
in
have
in
I
by
Itrust
that
the
above all
addition to effective
placing
process'
planning,inspiration,motivation, determination,and the support of those aroundyou,
what initially seemsimpossible,can in fact be achievable.

In the wordsof Hannibal,leaderof the A-Team-.Y love it whena plan comestogether'!
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Fax Line: (01905)617051
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E-mail Number:
Kath.Garrad@wha.
wmids.nhs.uk
worcester-ha.

25 February 2002

DearMr Rogers

Re: LREC:02101(pleaseusein all correspondence)

The use of non-verbal communication by children with specific language impairment
and children with high-functioning autism
(Local researchers:Mr Andrew Rogers)
Papers reviewed:
0 LREC application form received 12thFebruary 2002
* CVfor Mr Andrew Rogers, undated
d
February 2002
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0
ParentlCarer Information
Coding Sheet

Sheet, version 2 dated 2d February 2002
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Communication Checklist
Child Behaviour Checklistfor ages4-18
Teacher's Report Form forages 5-18
Following the meeting of WorcestershireLocal Research Ethics Committee on 21't February
2002,1 write to confirm that, with the additional information now received, the Committee
had no objection to the above researchproceeding, so long as the following matters are taken
into account:
-
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Chief Executive:Mrs PatArcher-Jones
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25 February2002
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ICH GCP Compliance
Worcestershire LREC is fully compliant with the International Committee on
Harmonisation/Good Clinical Practice (ICH) Guidelines for the Conduct of Trials Involving
the Participation of Human Subjects as they relate to the responsibilities, composition,
function, operations and records of an Independent Ethics Committee/Independent Review
Board. To this end it undertakesto adhere as far as is consistent with its Terms of Reference,
to the relevant, clauses of the ICH Harmonised Tripartiie Guideline for Good Clinical
Practice, adoptedby the Commission of the European Uniop on 17thJanuary 1997.
LREC Membership
Pleasefind attached,for information, a list of members of the LREC.
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Research
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Mr A Rogers
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Would you please communicate this approval immediately to all members of the
investigating team and, where appropriate,the sponsoring commercial company.
In the meantime,we look forward to receiving the amendedpapers outlined above.
Yours sincerely

Kath Garrad
Administrator,WorcestershireLocal ResearchEthics Committee
Enc:

List of LRIECinen*-ers
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Autism
Notes for Authors
1. The aim of thejournalis to publishoriginalresearchor originalcontributionsto the existing
literatureon autism.Papersshouldnot previouslyhave beenpublishedor be under
elsewhere.
consideration
2. Eachpapersubmittedwill be refereedby at leasttwo anonymousreferees.
3. Lengthof papers.Briefreports(up to 3000words)and more substantialreports(between
5000and 8000words)will be consideredfor the journal.Thereis scopefor longerpapersto be
Editors
before
basis
but
with
the
submission.
please
consult
on
an
occasional
published
4. Whensubmittingpapersfor consideration,pleasesupplyfour papercopies.If the paperis
is
The
disk.
be
final
the
for
then
author
required
on
will
version
accepted publication, a copyof
the
diskette
final
hard
that
the
for
of
manuscriptare
and
versions
copy
responsible guaranteeing
identical.
5. The Editorswelcome contributionsto the Letters to the Editors section of the journal. In the
interestsof saving space, or to protect confidentiality, for example, the Editors may edit letters
for publication.
6. Unsolicitedmanuscriptswill not be retumed to authors if rejected.
7. Blind peer review. Authors should provide two title pages, one containing names, affiliations,
full mailing addressplus telephone, fax, email address, and one containing the title only.
8. Please number all pagesexcept the title pages, in the following order: abstract (100-150
words), keywords(up to five), address for correspondence;main text; appendices;
acknowledgements;notes; references;tables; figure captions; figures. Each of the above
sectionsshould start on a fresh page.
9. Articles submittedfor publication must be typed (or word processed) in double spacing
throughout(especiallyaft notes and references), on one side only of white A4 or US standard
paper, with generousleft- and right-hand margins but without justification. Pages should not be
stapled.Titles and section headings should be clear and brief with a maximum of three orders
of heading.
10. Quotations.Lengthyquotations (exceeding 40 words) should be displayed and Indentedin
the text
11. American or UK spelling may be used, to the author's preference. Indicate italics by
underliningand use single quotation marks. Dates should be in the form'9 May 19951.Delete
points from 'USN and other such abbreviations.
12. Tablesand riguresshould have short, descriptive titles, and be clearly numbered.All
footnotes to tables and their source(s) should be typed below the tables. Column headings
should clearly define the data presented. Camera-readyartwork must be suppliedfor all figures.
The location of tables and figures in the text should be given by a note 'Table/Figure X about
here' on a separateIine in the text.
13. Referencesin the text should be presented in the Harvard system, i.e. the author's name
and year of publicationin brackets,together with the page number, e.g. 'As Hobson (1989, pp.
22-3) has observed...', or, in a more general reference:
'Scott (1985) appearsto be saying that.. '.
14. Referencelist. The referencesshould be listed alphabetically in full at the end of the paper,
typed double-spacedfor ease of editing, in the following style:
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Harvard
MA:
Cambridge,
Theoly.
Psychological
to
An
Introduction
Autism:
Happ6, F. (1995)
University Press.
Hobson,R.P. (I 989)'Beyond Cognition: A Theory of Autism', in G. Dawson (ed.) Autism:
Nature, Diagnosisand Treatment,pp. 22-8. New York: Guilford.
Sigman, M.D., Kasad,C., Kvvon,J. & Yirmiya, N. (1992)'Responses to the Negative Emotions
796Development
63(3):
Children',
Child
Normal
Retarded
Mentally
Autistic,
by
Others
and
of
807.
In multi-authored articles, the names of all authors should be given in the reference list. In the
text, if there are more than two names, please give the first name and et al.
NB: (eds) as a contraction but (ed.) as an abbreviation.
15. Language and terminology. Jargon or unnecessary technical language should be avoided
Please
for
the
(such
the
use
conditions).
avoid
as
coded
names
of
abbreviations
use
as should
(e.
(e.
to
the
g. autistics, normals or
adjectives
as
nouns
of
and
use
g.
access),
of nouns as verbs
'autistic
than
Wherever
autism'
rather
phrases
aschildren
with
use
such
possible
retardates).
children'. Language that might be deemed sexist or racist should be avoided.
16. Abbreviation& As far as possible, please avoid the use of initials, except for terms in
common use. Abbreviations that are common enough to be in the dictionary, e.g. lQ and USA,
are acceptable, but AS (for Asperger syndrome) and SPS (for semantic pragmatic syndrome)
are not. Please provide a list, in alphabetical order, of abbreviations used, and spell them out
(with the abbreviation in brackets) the first time they are mentioned in the text.
17. Authors mAllreceive proofs of their papers and 25 offprints of the published version, plus one
copy of the printed journal.,

18. Copyright.On acceptanceof their paper, authors will be asked to assign copyright to Sage
PublicationsLtd and The NationalAutistic Society, subject to retaining their right to reusethe
material in other publicabonswritten or edited by themselves, and due to be published
preferablyat least one year after initial publication in the journal. Authors are responsiblefor
obtaining permissionfrom copyright holders for reproducing any illustrations, tables, figures or
lengthy quotationspreviously published elsewhere.
I.
19. Typesciipts.Authors should retain one copy of their typescript and send four copies, each
fully numberedand legible, together with all figures and tables and a covering letter. Authors
from outside the Americas should send their typescripts to: Submissions Editor, Autism: The
InternationalJournal of Researchand Practice, The National Autistic Society, 393 City Road,
London, ECIV ING, UK Fax:14410]171833 9666; email: autism@nas.org.uk. Authors from
the Americas should send their typescripts in the first instance to: Mohammad Ghaziuddin,
Division of Child Psychiatry,Taubman Center, Box 0390, University of Michigan Medical Center,
1500 East Medical Center Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-0390, USA. Fax 11[313]9368907; email:
mghaziud@umich.edu
20. Reviews. Books and suggestionsshould be sent to the Reviews Editor Tony Charman,The
BehaviouralSciencesUnit, Institute of Child Health, 30 Guilford Street, London WC1N1 EH.
Email: t.charman@ich.uci.ac.uk
21. Coveringletter. Pleaseattach to every submissiona letter confirming that all authors have
agreed to the submissionand that the article is not currently being considered for publication by
any other print or electronicjournal.
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Guidelines

Notes for Contributors
Contributionsfrom any disciplinethat further knowledgeof the mental life and behaviourof children are
from
but
in
English,
any country.
Papers
are
welcomed
submissions
are published
welcomed.
Contributionsshould be of a standardwhich merits presentation before an international readership.
Papersmay assume either of the following formsOriginalarticles
These should make an original contribution to empirical knowledge,to the theoretical
understandingof the subject, or to the developmentof clinical research and practice.
Reviewarti*s
Thesewill survey an important area of interest within the general field and may be offered or
commissioned. All papers in the Annual Research Review, Annotations and Practitioner
Reviewsare usually commissioned.
Announcements
The Journal will normally publicize details of forthcoming internationalmeetings and
conferencesonly. Send copy to the Journal Secretary to arrive at least 6 months prior to the
meetingdeadlineto ensure inclusion in an appropriate issue.
General
1. Submissionof a paper to the Journalwill be held to imply that it representsan original contribution
not previouslypublished(exceptin the form of an abstract or preliminary report); that it is not being
consideredfor publicationelsewhere;and that, if accepted by the Journal, it will not be published
elsewherein the same form, in any language.without the consent of the Editors. When submitting a
manuscript,authors should state In a covering letter whether they have currently in press, submitted or
in preparationany other papers that are based on the same data set. and, if so, provide details for the
Editors.
Ethics
2. Authors are remindedthat the Journaladheresto the ethics of scientific publication as detailed in the
Ethicalprinciplesof psychologistsand code of conduct (American PsychologicalAssociation, 1992).
Theseprinciplesalso imply that the piecemeal,or fragmented publication of small amounts of data from
the same study is not acceptable.
3. Papersshould be submitted online. For detailed instructions please go to:
hM-.1/agp2.
manuscril)tcentral,
com Previoususers can Check for existing account. New users should
Create a new account. Paperscan also be submitted to the Joint Editors, care of.
The Journal Secretary
St Saviour'sHouse
39141Union Street
LondonSE1 1SD, UK
Telephone:+44 (0)20 7403 7458
Faxline:+44 (0)20 7403 7081
E-Mail: igppCaa=.org.uk
Upon acceptanceof a paper,the author will be asked to transfer copyright to the ACPP.
Manuscript Submission
1. The manuscript should be typed clearly on one side only of white A4 (8 x 11 inches or 210 x 297
mm) paper, and double-spacedthroughoutincluding referencesand tables, with wide margins. Sheets
should be numberedconsecutively. A letter giving the name, telephoneand fax number, and email
addressof the author to whom communicationshould be addressed should accompanythe
submission. Authors not submittingonline should send 2 copies of the manuscripttogether with a 3.5
floppy disk containing all relevantfiles. The preferredfile formats are MS Word or WordPerfect, and
should be PC compatible. If using other packagesthe file should be saved as Rich Text Format or Text
only.
2. Papersshould be concise and written in English in a readily understandablestyle. Care should be
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3. The Journalis not able to offer a translation service, but, in order to help authorswhose first
languageis not English,the Editors will be happy to arrange for accepted papers to be preparedfor
publicationin Englishby a sub-,editor.
Layout
1. Title
The first page of the manuscriptshould give the title, name(s) and short address(es)of author(s), and
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Authors
to
head)
(for
characters.
requesting masked
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of
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running
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only
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page
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should
provide
review
2. Abstract
The abstract should not exceed300 words and should be structured in the following way with bold
The
Keywords;
Conclusions;
Abbreviations.
Methods;
Results;
Background;
headings:
marked
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for
tests
not
common
or
abbreviations
acronyms
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authors
apply
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Editors.
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to
the
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Any
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should
new
structure
questionsregarding
usage.
3. Headings
Articles and researchreports should be set out in the conventional format: Methods,
Results,Discussionand Conclusion. Descriptionsof techniques and methods should only be given in
detail when they are unfamiliar. There should be no more than three (clearly marked) levels of
subheadingsused in the text.
4. Acknowledgements
These should appearon a separatesheet, double spaced, at the end of the body of the paper, before
the References.
5. Correspondenceto:
Full name, address,phone,fax and email details of the corresponding author should appear on a
separatesheet of paper at the end of the manuscript, before the References.
Referencing
The Joumal follows the text referencingstyle and referencelist style detailed in the Publicationmanual
of the AmericanPsychologicalAssociation(5th edition).
(a) Referencesin text.
Referencesin runningtext should be quoted as follows:
Smith and Brown (1990). or (Smith. 1990), or (Smith, 1980,1981 a, b), or (Smith & Brown, 1982), or
(Brown& Green, 1983; Smith, 1982).
For up to five authors, all surnamesshould be cited in the first instance, with subsequentoccurrences
cited as et al., e.g. Smith et al. (1981) or (Smith et al., 1981). For six or more authors, cite only the
surnameof the first author followedby et al. However,all authors should be listed in the ReferenceUst.
Join the names in a multiple author citation in running text by the word'and'. In parentheticalmaterial,
in tables, and in the ReferencesUst, join the names by an ampersand
Referencesto unpublishedmaterial should be avoided.
(b) Referencelist.
Full referencesshould be given at the end of the article in alphabetical order, and not in footnotes.
Double spacing must be used.
Referencesto journals should include the authors' surnames and initials, the full title of the paper, the
full name of the journal, the year of publication,the volume number. and inclusive page numbers.Titles
of journals must not be abbreviatedand should be italicised.
Referencesto books should include the authors' surnames and initials, the full title of the book, the
place of publication,the publisher's name and the year of publication.
Referencesto articles, chaptersand symposia contributions should be cited as per the examples
below:
Kiernan,C. (1981). Sign languagein autistic children. Journal of Chid Psychologyand Psychiatry,22,
215-220.
Thompson,A. (1981). Early experience:The new evidence. Oxford: Pergamon Press.
Jones, C.C., & Brown, A. (1981). Disordersof perception. In K. Thompson (Ed.), Problemsin early
childhood(pp. 23-84). Oxford: PergamonPress.
Use Ed.(s) for Editor(s); edn. for edition-,p.(pp.) for page(s)-,Vol. 2 for Volume 2.
Tables and Figures
All Tables and Figures should be supplied on separate sheets, not included within the text, and have
their intendedposition clearly indicatedin the manuscript. They should be constructedso as to be
intelligiblewithout referenceto the text. Figuresshould be supplied as high
quality original artwork and
any lettering or line work should be able to sustain reduction to the final size of reproduction. Tints and
complexshading should be avoidedand colour should not be used. Figures suppliedon disk must be
accompaniedby a hard copy and should be originated in a drawing package and saved as an EPS or
TIFF file. Halftonesshould only be includedwhen essential and must be preparedon
glossy paper and
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have good contrast. Table and figure legends should be typed on a separate page.
Nomenclature and symbols
Each paper should be consistentwithin itself as to nomenclature, symbols and units. When referringto
drugs, give genericnames, not trade names. Greek characters should be clearly indicated.
Refereeing
The Journalhas a policy of anonymouspeer review and the initial refereeing processseldom requires
from
identity
be
Authors
that
their
three
refereesand should
than
withheld
request
may
months.
more
follow the procedurefor masked review, as above. Most manuscripts will require some revision by the
authorsbeforefinal acceptance.Manuscripts,whether accepted or rejected will not be returnedto
for
is
final.
The
Editoes
decision
the
of
a
manuscript
publication
an
suitability
authors.
Proofs
Proofswill be sent to the designatedauthor only. These will be sent via email as a PDF file, thereforea
currentemail addressmust be providedwith the manuscript. Only typographical or factual errors may
be changedat proof stage. The publisher reservesthe right to charge authors for correctionof nontypographicalerrors.
Offprints
The designatedauthorwill receivea PDF file of their article. If they would prefer to receive25 offprints
in place of the PDF file, they should notify the publisher using the form they will receivewith their
proofs. Additionaloffprints may also be purchasedusing this form. The designatedauthor should
undertaketo forward copies of the PDF file to their co-authors.
Liability
Whilst everyeffort is made by the publishersand editorial board to see that no inaccurateor misleading
data, opinionor statementappearsin this journal, they wish to make it clear that the data and opinions
appearingin the articles and advertisementsherein are the sole responsibility of the contributor or
advertiserconcerned.Accordingly,the publishers,the editorial board and editors, and their respective
employees,officers and agents accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever for the consequencesof
any such inaccurateor misleadingdata, opinion or statement.
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Disorders

Instructions for Authors:
Click here to check vour article status

***Note to Authors: pleasemake sure your contact address information is clearly visible on the outside of
ýLllpackagesyou are sendingto Editors.***
Submitting a paper
Manuscripts (four copies) for consideration should be sent to the Editor
Chris Code
School of Psychology
Washington Singer Labs
University of Exeter
Exeter
EX4 4QG
UK

Tel: +44 (0)1392264626
Fax: +44 (0)1392264623
General Guidelines
Pleaseread these Guidelineswith care and attention: failure to follow them may result In your paper being
delayed.Note especiallythe referencingconventionsused by International Journal of Language &
Communication Disorders and the requirementfor gender-, race-, and creed-inclusivelanguage,and for
adherenceto the Ethics of Experimentation.
International Journal of Language & Communication Disorders considers all manuscriptsat the
Editor'sdiscretion;and the Editor's decision is final.
International Journal of Language & Communication Disorders considers all manusaipts on condition
they are the property(copyright)of the submitting author(s) and that copyright will be transferredto the
Royal Collegeof Speech& LanguageTherapists, if the paper Is accepted.
International Journal of Language & Communication Disorders considers all manuscriptson the strict
conditionthat they have been submitted only to International Journal of Language & Communication
Disorders, that they have not been publishedalready, nor are they under considerationfor publication,
nor in press elsewhere.Authors who fail to adhere to this condition will be charged all costs which
International Journal of Language & Communication Disorders incurs, and their paperswill not be
published.
Pleasewrite clearly and concisely, stating your objectives clearly and defining your terms. Your
argumentsshould be substantiatedwith well reasoned supporting evidence.
In writing your paper,you are encouragedto review articles in the area you are addressingwhich
have been previouslypublishedin the journal, and where you feel appropriate,to referencethem.
This will enhancecontext, coherence,and continuity for our readers.
For all manuscripts,gender-, race-, and creed-inclusivelanguage is mandatory.
Ethics of Experimentation:Contributors are required to follow the proceduresin force In their
countrieswhich govern the ethics of work done with human subjects. The Code of Ethics of the
World MedicalAssociation (Declarationof Helsinki) representsa minimal requirement.
Abstracts are requiredfor all papers submitted and should precedethe text of a paper; see
below, 'Abstracts'
Manuscriptsshould be printed on one single side of A4 or 8x 11 inch white good quality
paper,
double-spacedthroughout,including the referencesection.
Acceptedmanuscriptsin their final, revisedversions, should also be submittedas
electronicword
processingfiles on disk; see'Electronic Processing'.
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Authors should includetelephoneand fax numbers as well as e-mail addresses on the cover
page of manuscripts.
Bionotesshould be containedon a separate sheet and be located at the beginning of a paper.
Abstracts
Structured abstracts are required for all papers, and should be submitted as detailed below, following the
title and authors name and address, preceding the main text.
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research
employed, including where appropriate tools, hardware, software. the selection and number of study
Including
interventions-,
the
the
outcomes
state
main
and
results,
experimental
central
and
areas/subjects,
from
data
including
be
drawn
these
their
that
data;
the
and
results,
might
conclusions
and
state
relevant
implications for further research or application/practice.
For review essays, state the primary objective of the review; the reasoning behind your literature selection*,
literature;
the
the
state the main outcomes and results of your review; and
critically
analyse
way
you
and
for
further
implications
including
be
drawn,
their
that
the
research or
conclusions
might
state
application/practice.

The abstract should not exceed400 words.
Notes on style
All authors are askedto take account of the diverse audience of International Journal of Language &
Communication Disorders. Clearly explain or avoid the use of terms that might be meaningfulonly to a
local or national audience.However,note also that International Journal of Language &
Communication Disorders does not aspire to be international in the ways that McDonald'srestaurantsor
Hilton Hotelsare'intemational';we much prefer papers that, where appropriate, reflect the particularitiesof
each higher educationsystem.
Some specific points of style for the text of articles, research reports, case studies, reports, essay reviews,
and reviewsfollow:
1. International Journal of Language & Communication Disorders prefers US toAmedean, USA to
'United States, and UK to'United Kingdom'.
2. International Journal of Language & Communication Disorders uses conservative British, not US,
spelling, i.e. colour not color; behaviour(behavioural)not behavior, (school] programme not program; [he]
practisesnot practices;centre not center; organization not organisation; analyse not analyze, etc.
3. Single'quotes!are used for quotationsrather than double "quotes", unless the'quote Is "within" another
quote'.
4. Punctuationshould follow the British style, e.g. 'quotes precede punctuation.
5. Punctuationof common abbreviationsshould follow the following conventions: e.g. I.e. d. Note that
such abbreviationsare not followed by a comma or a (double) point/period.
6. Dashes(M-dash)should be clearly indicated in manuscripts by way of either a clear dash (-) or a double
hyphen(- -).
7. International Journal of Language & Communication Disorders is sparing in its use of the upper
case in headingsand references,e.g. only the first word in paper titles and all subheadsIs in upper case;
titles of papersfrom journals in the referencesand other places are not In upper case.
8. Apostrophesshould be used sparingly. Thus, decades should be referred to as follows: 'The 1980s[not
the 1980's]saw
Possessivesassociatedwith acronyms (e.g. APU), should be written as follows: 'The
APU's findings that... ', but, NB, the plural is APUs.
9. All acronymsfor national agencies,examinations,etc.. should be spelled out the first time they
are
introducedin text or references.Thereafterthe acronym can be used If appropriate,
e.g. The work of the
Assessmentof PerformanceUnit (APU) In the early 1980s
Subsequently,'The APU studies of
achievement...', in a reference (Departmentof Education and Science IDES] 1989a).
...
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10. Brief biographicaldetails of significant national figures should be outlined in the text unless it is quite
internationally.
Some
be
known
the
that
suggested editorial emendationsto
concerned
would
person
clear
a typical text are indicatedin the following with square brackets: 'From the time of H. E. Armstrong Finthe
19th century]to the curriculumdevelopmentwork associated with the Nuffield Foundation [in the 1960s].
there has been a shift from heurism to constructivism in the design of [British] science courses'.
11. The preferredlocal (national)usage for ethnic and other minorities should be used In all papers. For
the USA, African-American,Hispanic,and Native American are used, e.g. rTheAfrican American
presidentialcandidate,Jesse Jackson...' For the UK, African-Caribbean (not West Indian), etc.
12. Materialto be emphasized(italicized in the printed version) should be underlined in the typescript
ratherthan italicized.Pleaseuse such emphasis sparingly.
13. n (not N), % (not per cent) should be used in typescripts.
14. Numbersin text should take the following forms: 300,3000,30 000. Spell out numbers under 10
unlessusedwith a unit of measure,e.g. nine pupils but 9 mm (do not introduce periods with measure).For
decimals,use the form 0.05 (not 05).
.
Mathematics
Specialcare should be taken with mathematical scripts, especially subscripts and superscripts and
differentiationbetweenthe letter'ell' and the figure one, and the letter'oh 'and the figure zero. If your
keyboarddoes not have the charactersyou need, it is preferableto use longhand, in which case it Is
importantto differentiatebetweencapital and small letters, K, k and x and other similar groups of letters.
Specialsymbols should be highlightedin the text and explainedin the margin. In some cases It Is helpful
to supply annotatedlists of symbols for the guidance of the sub-editor and the typesetter, and/or a
'Nomenclature'section precedingthe'Introduction'.
For simple fractions in the text, the solidus / should be used instead of a horizontal line, care being taken
to insert parentheseswhere necessaryto avoid ambiguity, for example, I 1(n-1).Exceptionsare the proper
fractions availableas singletype on a keyboard.
61+ 5h +
Full formulaeor equationsshould be displayed, that is, written on a separate line. Horizontallines
are preferableto solidi, for example: 3n + 3yZ2
But:
a/b + c1d+ a/d
P= Fa-+ V)(e + cr)
The solidus is not generallyused for units: ms not m1s,but note electrons/s, counts/channel,etc.
-1
Displayedequationsreferredto in the text should be numberedserially (1,2, etc.) on the right hand
side of
the page. Short expressionsnot referredto by any number will usually be IncorporatedIn the text.
Symbolsshould not be underlinedto indicate fonts except for tensors, vectors and
matrices, which are
indicatedwith a wavy line in the manuscript (not with a straight arrow or
arrow above) and renderedin
heavytype in print: upright sans serif r (tensor), sloping serif r (vector) upright
serif r (matrix).
Typographicalrequirementsmust be clearly indicated at their first occurrence.
e.g. Greek, Roman, script,
sans serif, bold, italic. Authors will be charged for corrections at proof stage resulting from a failure to do
so.
Braces,bracketsand parenthesesare used in the order
except where mathematical convention
dictatesotherwise(i.e. square bracketsfor commutators and anticommutators)
Citations in text
1. Ibid. (and the like) are not used when repeating citations. Simply
repeat the original citation verbatim,
e.g. (Orwell 1945).
2. Citationsshould be includedin prefatorymaterial to quotes (wherever
possible) rather than placing them
at the end. Thus, for example,'Orwell (1945: 23) reduces the principles of animalism to
seven
commandments,namely, 'is preferredto'Orwell reduced the principles of
animalism to seven
...
commandments,namely,... (Orwell 1945: 23)'.
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3. Multiple citations within parentheses should be divided by a comma, not a semi-colon, and there should
be no use of'& within such multiple references. References to works published in the same year should
be cited as, e.g. (Smith 1991a, b).

4. Multiplecitationswithin a text should be ordered by date, not alphabetically by author's name, e.g.
(Smith 1902,Jones and Bower 1934, Brown 1955,1958a, b, Green 1995).
5. et aL may be used in citations within the text when a paper or book has three or more authors, but note
that all namesare given in the referenceitself.
6. Page spans in referencesshould be given in full, e.g. 'Sedgewick (1935: 102-103; emphasis added)
outlinesthem as follows:'
Notes on tables and figures
Artwork submittedfor publicationwill not be returned and will be destroyed after publication, unless you
requestotherwise.Whilst every care is taken of artwork, neither the Editor nor Taylor & Francis shall bear
any responsibilityor liability for non-return,loss, or damage of artwork, nor for any associated costs or
compensation.You are strongly advised to insure appropriately.
The same data should not be reproducedin both tables and figures. The usual statistical conventions
should be used: a value written 10.0 ± 0.25 indicates the estimate for a statistic (e.g. a mean) followed by
its standarderror. A meanwith an estimate of the standard deviation will be written 10.0 SID2.65.
Contributorsreportingages of subjects should specify carefully the age groupings: a group of children of
ages e.g. 4.0 to 4.99 years may be designated4 +; a group aged 3.50 to 4.49 years 4 :t and a group all
precisely4.0 years, 4.0.
1. Tables and figures should be referredto in text as follows: figure 1, table 1, Le. lower case. 'As seen In
table [or figure] I '(not Tab., fig. or Fig).
...
2. The place at which a table or figure is to be inserted in the printed text should be Indicated clearly on a
manuscript:
Insed table 2 about here
3. Eachtable and/or figure must have a title that explains its purpose without referenceto the text.
4. All figures and tables must be on separatesheets and not embeddedin the text.
Thus tables and figures must be referredto in the text and numbered in order of appearance. Each table
should have a descriptivetitle and each column an appropriate heading. For all figures, original copies of
figures should be supplied.All figures should allow for reduction to column width (7.5cm) or page width (16
cm). Photographsmay be sent as glossy prints or negatives.The legends to any illustrations must be
typed separatelyfollowing the text and should be grouped together.
Acknowledgements
Any acknowledgementsauthorswish to make should be included in a separate headed section at the end
of the manuscript.
Book reviews
1. The following headermaterial should appear in all reviews in the following order (note also the
punctuation):
StudentEngagementand Achievementin the American Secondary Schoot
Editedby Fred M. Newmann(TeachersCollege Press, New York, 1992), 240
pp., $38.00 (hbk), ISBN
8077-3183-8,$17.95 (pbk), ISBN 8077-3182-X.
2. Page referenceswithin reviewsshould be given as follows: (p. 337) or (pp. 36-37).
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BANDLER,R. and GRINDER,J. 1979, Frogs into Princes: Neuro-InguisticProgramming,(Moab,
Utah:
Real PeoplePress).
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Appendix C.- Children's Communication Checklist
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(CCQ
Checklist
Communication
Children's
Research version 1.1
by D. V. M. Bishop

Sex

Child!s name.or codenumber:
Today's date:

Date of birth:
Your name (personcompleting the checklist)

):
(i.
therapist,
teacher,
etc.
Your relation to the child e. parent,
speech
(For respondents other than parents)
How long have you known this child?,

School attendedby child:
Is child receiving any specialeducationalprovision?
If YES, pleasegive fiirther detailshere:

YES 0

NO 0

Has the child ever had a pemianenthearing loss diagnosed?

YES* 0

NO 0

Has the child any pennanentphysical handicap or chronic illness?

YES* 0

NO U

Is English the main languagespokenat home?

YES 0

NO Q

*If YES, pleasegive further details:

INSTRUCTIONS
Many aspectsof behaviourthat are importantfor understanding

by
developing
communicationare not covered conventional
children'sby
behaviours
This
to
capturing
assess
such
checklist aims
assessments.
the impressionsofpeople who see the child on a daily basis.
This checklist contains a series of statementsdescribing aspects of
behaviour.
For
children's
eachstatement,you are asked tojudge
dr
SOME
JVHA
T
APPLIES
APPL
Y,
OES
NOT
D
the
or
wheth
statement
DEFINITELYAPPLIES. Please tick ONE boxper item, choosing the
responsethat, in yourjudgement, best describesthe child naiped above.
Pleasedo not write in the j boxeson thefar right of each item.
Pleaseread each item carefully. Someitems describepositive aspects
of communication,in which case "definitely applies" indicates that the
child is a mature and competentcommunicator. Other items describe
communicationdifficulties, in which case Vefinitely applies" will be
checkedonly if the child is having someproblems communicating.

torotliceuse

2B.-30JIt""'

E:.30,
F. '3o-'

Do not leave any items blank. Ifyou are unable to answer the question,
please tick the box labelled "Unable tojudge".
The checklist cannot capture every child's behaviour perfectly, so do
not worry ifyoufeel that none of the responsealternatives is exactly
appropriate; tick the oneyou think comesclosest, and, if necessary,
add an explanatory comment.
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A ta

does
not
apply

_peoý17e_c
__17
-an

iFTTEEIITFNFEý

or

applies
somewhat

definite unable
ly
to
applies judge

Q

e says
WFR_HE7sH-e

says

__sp_e*e'c
iFFiRu_c_iH_(),,
so
s
m es any errors
Uf
HE
two
is not
sc
speec soUFd7s
0ý oii
01
0
es one or
difficult to understand; e.g. may say "th" for "s" or "w" for

C3

-5*.-*-Tro-Tiie-tio-H-o-f*ý'fe-eEH*-9'6iEifg'TeFm-siTrýý-IlYeý'Edto a C3
like:
for
"cat", or
"tat"
things
child,
e.
g.
says
younger

__

0

U_

I]1

"chimbley" for "chimney", or "bokkle" for "bottle"

difficulty in saying "k" or "s", so that "cat" and "sat" are
both pronouncedas "tat"
ERF-6f
-IFaT,ýý6'9"6ff'begmmngs
..."7'.
or
wo s, or
for
(e.
"urnbrella7)
"bella"
syllables g.
he/sheis talZiq-Tr-i-_
it is muEH
-words.
sentences,rather than ust proiducing_--§itigle
TTEýTd___
...9 .-- spe.ech FsEiEEme_:
---- -------.
-to-E-ave
di ic y construct gIF6*WH_6rFo)TiVHF7
rG-. i*e"e--m-s
El
he/shewants to say: makes.false.starts, and repeatswhole
words andphrases;e.g., might say "can I- can I- can- can I,
have an - have an ice-cream"
-IT-7 s-p-ee-cH"ls-Zlý5x-17y7iffiEii[YfEd-Ed
51EF
- ----- --- --------- --------dolly"
it
or give
-T3.-"'-c-a-n-*'p-r-6di-iE-e'*I,
-o-n'g-"ETd-E6'ffi-pTi(-:,
ýa-t"6"d
"When we went to the park I had a go on the swings"; "I
saw this man standing on the comer"
-1_471FEET0_1 e out worifg-a-ndgammaticar*`eniI.1n_g_s_,
-U
producing sentences such as: If ind two dog"; "John go
there yesterday" "My grandma cat been ill"
-137 o
imes m__ es errors on pronouns, e.g. s5ý"i'n-g_`sHe_`-------.
rather than "he" or vice versa
7 6. talFs tiT anyone an everyone
77_faTk7sIo-o-iE-cH-

LI

I

_[

L
,,

U

_kFFp_sOlFng-pFdý_TeffiifiýTffiafffiFýT
I 9_.
-0IEaiana!

ow aY
-ý61-f
-E-pTi5TfC----. ---

U

29--talEi-Feý-6t-it!
iTelYiEoiif-ffHn--gi-iSaino-5-nýiii
7Z-1*7is_Ks_q5e_sH_oHs
KE6_ugliHe-I-sHFIS5ýý

erested7in-77
--------e answers

-'Z2.-*-lf-ls-so-meti-m-es-EEFd'-omes"e-n-se-*o6f"ýýH-ifHe-7-iEe--Fs-saying because it seems illogical or disconnected

7PI
-

_evE_t7s_u_cH_a_g
a birthday party or holiday
WHaTHe-7sFETIEFf6-d_6Tn_iF67ffiTr-6--(j
(e.g. tomorrow or next week)
2b. would Ef ETEc_uRT`i_n_ý7xp_Emmg
-cHirff*Eo_w U
to play a simple game such as "happy families", it
snap or
go fish"
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U

CI_
J

does
not
apply

h
..........
'27 'has diff`i&ulfýi'in_te'lli'n'a*,
'-asto-rV oi'de'scriEn2"WHat'lie:
se

ýj

has done, in an orderly sequence of events
',
j't
......u..
.........
itlf
..
.o.
-..s-e.
....
.
.
.ear
-o*r
th
ut-ffi-ak-i*n--,cl
wi
st.e..
r.-ins'*'Ii'k
e"'he'"
,v
he/she is talkin, about
-,,
"she
fe-a-lise-t*he'-nieed
29 do-e'sn't--i
is
to'explain
whaChe,
see'rh''to
talking about to someone who doesn't share his,her
"Johnny"
for
talk
about
instance, might
experiences;
without explaining who he is
'*a*"ccentmaý,
ý-j
protiounces"-ord"s-l'n'a'n*"ove*'r'*-'*p*r-ecis'e'ma"nii'e'r:
3.
..........

.......

. __

applies
somewhat

_j
_j
__j

detinite
-ly
applies

j

uname
to
judge

_j

_j
_j

....... .....................

_j

_j

J

sound rather affected or "put-on", as If Ch1ld IS mimicking
a TV personality rather than talk-ing like those around
him/her
*-by,
ih*e-w'ay",
*
6,
*fe,
*s's
'a
*
dse,
ns'
h
t. h'adkCS
t,
xp re' Io su'c s
n_j
"actually" "you know what'? ", "as a matter oý fact", "well,
,
know"
or "of course"
'VOU
.
...................
...............
..............
.
............
............
h
.............................
........................
I
............
1H
....................
D
...........
......................
f
...........
..........
........
...........
......
will sudden yc ange te topic o conversation
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er,
......................
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.......
....
3-3......
turn
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to...........
tell
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than following what the other person ,vants to talk about
'34*. conversatj'(') 11wit Ih0
jj
F_j
I imAier-'feri'd's fo-,""O
Unexpecte
_j
directions
'35*.- 'incTu'dcs-..........
.........
......
...
.......
.......
.
..
over-precise
inf6rmat I on inhis7hefElk-, c. 6.
Vivill
give the exact time or date of an event. E. g., when asked
when did you go on holiday" may say "13th July 1995"
rather than "in the summer"
,6,*d",
s',
*
-a
'fe
h
ir,
s,
'n6r,
c
4,1'
*
*C'
'C"
*c'
h
16h,
6r
ShI
J
ýj
as*F,
v,
r*
I
p"
ase
e**
ni6
c
S,
we,
s10"
11.36.
he/she will use a great deal, sometimes in inappropriate
Situations
.
.....
'e,
1*
7. "s"o,
11
I'll
hI.
.i.
I.
..
.
d6'es***n'oC*ffill-'
.
1.
.
1i
-c
1..
tIo
t.
t1
t..
s,ay
M e"t*l
in ss-eIern s
ns
a. i c, s
understand
3 8'. ten*d's-to-rcp*eatb'ack what'61hefs haVe"J"List''s'aid
...
....
.
........
.........
hi's7he'r,a*bi'lify f.........................................................
1-.
1
...........................................................................
j
ýLi
to
o communicate c car y seems
vary a
_j
great deal from one situation to another
.......
...................................................................
.............
f
..................
dI...........................................
....
I
J
ten
two
one or
wor s in a sentence, an'dso o
(('J
_j
has
been
misinterprets what
said
41....
...c..a.i.iu. n..de'ri'sid'fidsar''c"a
sm (e a will-be aMU'sed-'rath'e'rthan- .... .............
_j
confused when someone says "Isn't it a lovely day! " when
it is pouring with rain)
...................
* soffie't'iffics"with"(unin t e'iiti o-n,a.ll y).
jj
tend*s'*'t'o"'b*e"ov'er-lit'erýl',
tj
humorous results.
For instance, a child who was asked
"Do you find it hard to 'Jet LIP in the morning" replied "No.
Z)
YOU Just put one leg. out of the bed and then the other and
stand up. " A-nother child who was told "watch your
hands" when using scissors, proceeded to stare at his
fim4ers
.............
..........
............
....................
..........
..
s
-t
dn"d
.....
'e"
a.
nd
.....
h,
d'16'e"
i
I
1j
octs into tr0-L-1ibl'e--beca'I
seh s- e,
s*'
n, a.w- vs ii e.r.
the rules for polite behaviour, and is regarded by others as
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...............................
.
..........
...........
....................................
......
11
.................................
.............
.....
1.1
.......
.
.....................................
tact
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............
.............
...................................
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for Participants

Parent / Carer Covering Letter
2002
'April
XF

Dear Parent/ Carer,
RE: Research project investigating the use of non-verbal communication by children
hpairment
language
with specific
and children with high-functioning autistiC spectrum
disorder.

I am sending you an invitation for your child to be involved in a researchstudy
investigating children's use of gesture and non-verbal communication. I am a Clinical
Psychologistin Training, currently working with children and their families in the West
Midlands Region. The research is to be presented as a Doctoral Thesis in Clinical
Psychology at Coventry University and the University of Warwick in the summer of
2003.
The study is important becauseit will help us to understandhow the use of non-verbal
communicationdevelops in children. It will also allow us to investigatehow children
interact
difficulties
they
with and without communication
use non-verbal skills when
with other people. Finally, it is hoped that the researchwill provide us with valuable
ideas, so that we may be able to help children cope more effectively with any social or
communicationdifficulties they may have.

I hopeyou will take the time to read and considerthe enclosedinfommtionaboutthe
research.Pleasebe awarethat your child doesnot haveto take part in the studyif you
areunwillingfor him/herto.
With bestwishes,

Andrew Rogers
Clinical Psychologistin Training
Principal Researcher
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Version3
22'dApril 2002

Parent / Carer Information Sheet
How can we help?

Background to the studv

For many children the developmentof languageand communicationskills is a task that
for
difficulty
However,
into
life
throughout
their
occurs without
school
and
adulthood.
some (estimatessuggestbetween 5-10%), this is not the case. When such problems
language
developmentoccur, it is important that they are recognisedearly so that
with
the appropriate help can be accessed. This study aims,to increaseour understandingof
how non-verbal communication skills may allow us to identify specific language
difficulties in a more efficient way and develop better strategiesto help children with
suchdifficulties.

The Research Team
Mr. Andrew Rogers,Clinical Psychologistin Training,CoventryUniversity&
The Universityof WarwickDoctoratein ClinicalPsychology.
Dr. Eve Knight, Clinical Psychologist, Coventry University. (Research
Supervisor)
Dr. Bryn Williams, Clinical Psychologist, Worcester Community and Mental
Health Trust. (ResearchSupervisor)
Ms. Shauna Walsh, Speech and Language Therapist, Worcester Community
and Mental Health Trust.

How can I contact the researcher?
Wewouldencourage
thestudy.
youto contactusif youwouldliketo discuss
We can be contacted via The Pear Tree Centre, Redditch on:
Or via Coventry University on:

01527-488650

02476-888328

It may not be possiblefor us to take your call immediately,but pleasegive detailsof
how we maycontactyou andwe will returnyour call assoonaspossible.
However,if you would like independent
in
taking
about
advice
part this study,you can
contactthe CommunityHealthCouncilat:
Burgage Lodge, 184 FrancheRoad, Kidderminster,DY 11 SDA Tel: 0 1562-69243.
-

Or RedHouse,ChurchGreenWest,Redditch,B97 4BG Tel: 01527-613
75.
Or SevemHouse,10The Moors,Worcester,WRI 3EE Tel: 01905-22715.
-
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What do 11wehave to do?
If you would like your child to be involved in the study you will be asked to sign a
written consent form. You will also be asked to complete a short questionnairerelating
to your child's behaviour and communication skills. In addition to this, your child's
teacher will be asked to complete a similar questionnaire. It is important to note
however, that you will be able to withdraw from the study at any time without affecting
the servicethat you or your child receives.

What does mv child have to do?
If you haveagreedfor your child to be included in the study, he/shewill be askedto
talk with the researcherabout school and hobbiesfor a period of approximately10
minutes. It is hoped that your child will find participating in this an enjoyable
experience. A member of the researchteam will videotape this conversationso
that the type and frequencyof non-verbal communication can be recorded. Once
the information has been collected,the videotapeswill be destroyed. In addition,
he/shemay alsobe askedto attempta generaltest of intelligenceandan assessment
of
his/herlanguageskills. Theseshould take no longer than 1% hours to completeand
often form part of the regular comprehensiveassessment
processfor children with
languagedifficulties.

Does mv child have to take part in the sludv?
No. You arefreeto decidewhetheror not to provideinforrmtionto us. Yourdecision
in
will nowayaffecttheservices
youandyourchildreceive.
What hanopensif I do not wish mv child to continue with the studV?

You maywithdrawyour child from the studyat any time. You do not haveto explain
why. This will in no way affectthe servicesyou or your family receivein the future. If
you agreeinitially and then decideto withdraw, pleasecontactDr. Bryn Nyilliamsat
The PearTree Centreon: 01527-488650or Andrew Rogersat CoventryUniversityon
02476-888328.

What do vou hope to rind out from this studv?

The study will help us to understandhow the use of non-verbalcommunication
developsin children. It will alsoallow us to investigatehow childrenwith andwithout
communicationdifficultiesuse non-verbalskills when they interactwith other people.
Finally,it is hopedthat the researchwill provideus with valuableideas,so that we may
be able to help children cope more effectively with any social or communication
difficultiestheymayhave.

How lonk, will the studv last?

The research project is to be completed by September 2003, but your child's
involvement will be limited to his/her videotaped conversationwith the researcherand
the generalassessment
process. In total this should take no longer that 2-3 hours.

Ethical Approval and Conridenfialitv
The inforrnationcollectedwill only be availableto your respectiveclinicianandthe
researchtearnwho are directlyinvolvedin the study. All of the datawill be held
detailswill not bepassedon to anythirdparty. As such,all
securely
andyourpersonal
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data collected will be held in accordancewith the Data Protection Act (1998). Oncethe
videotapesare destroyed, the information about each child will be coded to maintain
confidentiality. Therefore, it will not be possible to identify you or your child in any
research report.
A copy of the final research report will be available on its completion (September
2003), and all participants will receive a summary of the results. Coventry University
ResearchEthics Comnittee and WorcestershireLocal ResearchEthics Committeehave
approvedthe details of this study.
If vou agree for your child to be involved in the studv can vou please complete the
attached consent form and return it in the stamp addressed envelope supplied.
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Version3
22"dApril 2002
WRITTEN

CONSENT FORM

MORMED

RE: Research project investigating the use of non-verbal communication by
high-functioning
language
impairment
children with specific
and children with
autistic spectrum disorder.
Pleasecompletethefollouing sectionyoursejr1. Have you read the Parent Information Sheet (Version3, dated 22d April 2002)?

Yes 0

No 0

2. Have you had the opportunity to ask questionsand
discussthe study?

Yes 0

No 0

3. Have you received satisfactory answers to your
questions?

Yes 0

No 0

4. Do you understandthat you and your child are free
to withdraw from the study.?

Yes 0

No 0

"

At anytime?

Yes 0

No 0

"

Without giving a reason?

Yes 0

No 0

Without affectingthe servicethat you receive?

Yes 0

No 0

5. Do you understand that you and your child's
personal details will remain confidential and will
not be disclosedto any other person or referred to
by namein any researchreport?

Yes 0

No 0

6. Would you be willing for your child to be
videotapedtalkingto oneof the researchteam?

Yes 0

No 0

7. Would you be willing for your child to complete
his/her
an assessment
of
verbal and non-verbal
abilities?

Yes 0

No 0
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You should oniv agree to take part in this studv-wftett all of pam.
- answe,-s to the
previous questionsare YES.
Do you agree for you and your child to take part in this study?
Child's nmne:
........................................

Date of birth:

Yes 0 No 0

..................

Parent/Carer'sname:
........................................
Sigmture:
........................................
Date:
....................
Name of Researcher/CUnician:
........................................
Signatureof Researcher/Clinician:
........................................

Pleasekeep the Infon-nationSheetfor future reference:
If you are willing for you and your child to take part in the study, pleasecomplete
the enclosedform and return it in the stampedaddressedenvelopesuppliedto:

Dr. Bryn Willi= - ClinicalPsychologist
ChildandAdolescentMentalHealthServices
ThePearTreeCentre
SmallwoodHouse
ChurchGreenWest
REDDITCH
Worcestershire,
B97 4BD
Tel: 01527488650
Thank you for your fime.
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